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Former Name "THE CLAYTON ENTERPRISE" Until After September 10th.
Pubished in the Interest of Clayton, Union County and Country in General.
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fourth Judicial Court

1

Friends And Admirers and Staunch
Advocates of Democracy in

Con

Judge Mills Presiding.
Witn tlie lolfowing
No.

31b

Mr. Bryan's journey from the
coast to his home in Lincoln Nebraska has been one continual
ovation, in every city and town
through which he passed great
crowds gathered to see him or
hear the few remarks he might
have time to make or perhaps
grasp his hand.
His arrival in New York was
the signal for such a demonstration us has seldom in the history
of this country been accorded a
private citizen. The ceremonies
celebrating his return from a
year of foreign travel were hold
at Madison Square Garden Aug,

Territory

vs. J a m es J a m ison .
No 319 Territory vs. Jamison.
No. 320 Territory vs. L. A.

Mcrodith.
Second day

.

No. iJol

Territo-

ry vs. Alfredo Lucero, et al.
No. 310 Territory vs L, A.
Meredith, et al.
No. 29o Territory vs. Trinidad
Trujillo.
No. 302 Territory vs. Alfredo
Lucero et al.
Third day 330 Territory vs.
Tomas Sandoval.
No. 336

Territory vs. Pedro

Maldonado.
No. 347

Territory vs. B. F. 31st.

99

DO IT NOW.
Mills, Pipe and Casing were never as cheap as
now, and you will save money by buying your out-- it

from

ROBERT W. ISAACS,

Clayton,

ed legislation.
The Trust

No. 28.

"DOIT NOW

America.

cases on

call:

First day

I90d.

If you ever intended drilling a well

The Occasion for a Great Jubilee Among

venes Monday, Sep. 10.

7jSt

It Ills Paramount Issue.

While men may differ as to the
relative importance of issues, and
while the next congress will
largely shape the lines upon
which the coming presidential
campaign will bo fought, I think it
is safe to say that at present the
paramount issue in the minds of
a large majority of the people is
the trust issue.
I congratulate President Eose-vel- t
upon the steps which he has

N. M.

Field fence, House fence, Barbed
Wire and Corrugated Iron in

Stock.

Tin
In Connection.

Shop

First-Cla- ss

G.'L Marsh
Luimfoer Yard

t
taken to enforce the
laws, and my gratification is not
lessened by the fact that lie lias
followed the Democratic, rather
than the Republican platform Dealer in all kinds of Building Material, Builder's Hardin every advance he has made.
ware, Paints, Oils &c.
good stock always on hand.
It has been a great embarass-men- t
to him that the platform Clayton,
Nev Mexico.
t
upon which he was elected was
filled with praise of the Republi
can party's record rather than
with promises of reform.
"Even the enthusiastic support
given him by the Democrats has
enabled the champions of the
trusts to taunt him with following
Democratic leadership. He has
probably gono as far as he could
anti-trus-

So touched was Mr. Bryan by
Murphey et al.
No. 348 Territory vs. B. F. the welcome that as lie stood
waiting for the cheers to subside
Murphy et al.
his
eyes tilled with tears, and for
No.
Sol
Fourth day
Territory
eight
minutes he strode nervously
vs. Alonzo Meredith, alias Lon
to side of the narrow
side
from
Meredith.
platform,
lie then delivered one
No. 3G0 Territory vs. Juan Lu
of
most
the
brilliant discourses
ccro.
by a body of pato
listened
ever
No. 353 Territory vs, Bruno
to hear the
anxious
people
triotic
liangel.
of
a
views
learned
statesman
on
Territory of New Mexico
SS.
subjects that concern the vital
County of Union
ity of their nation. We regret
Below is the jury list;
that space forbids us giving the
GRAND JURY.
speech entire for every sentence without incurring the hostdity List .your Farms, Ranches, and Claims w ith us, for Quick Sales,
Precinct
is a gem. However, we will give of the leaders of his own party,
Samuel Rains, Colfax Co. 3
Beaver County Claims a Specialt y.
7
Vicente Garcia
a few of the most salient points. The trouble is that the Republi- We also handle Town Property, Lots and etc. Call
on or write us.
3
Carlos Carniyo
can party is not in a position to
In regard to
OFFICES,
1
Fred I. Burch
Our Relalitns With the Phillppents,
apply effective and thorough-gTVxIino, Texas, Texhoma, Guymon, Hooker, Oklahoma.
8
Miguel Trujillo
ing reforms because it has built
said;
He
nation
"Our
lost
has
1). N. Hartley
15
prestige rather than gained it by up through special legislation the
Jose Leander Martinez. ..10
(3
Vicente 8. Garcia
our experiment in colonization. very abuses which need to be
3
Juan P. Rael
A tour through the Philippine eradicated."
C. 0. Messenger
1
He spoke of many other vital
Islands has deepened the convicT. E. Mitchell
..10
in his address here and
subjects
tion that wo should lose no time
We
in
(iregorio Garcia
10
places where ho spoke.
other
at
in announcing our purpose to
Carpio Martinez
2
Walter Treater
9
The party arrived at home in
deal with the Filipinos as we
Leandro Hurtado
3
September Ttth and the
Lincoln,
dealt with the Cubans.
Luis Gallegos
12
them with
folks''velcomed
"home
In

&

Jordan & Cox,
Real Estate Company,
Texlme Texas,

CLAYTON LAND COMPANY
are

the land business and
Want your property to list

Celso Lopez
G. L. Marsh
II. M. Hanson
Toles Montoya
Encarnaciou Lucero
wm. Dohertv
Tolosfor C. DeBaca
Antonio Aboyta
':). C.

Johnson
Francisco Miera
Julio Duran

so far us our efforts have been
directed toward the education of
the Filipinos we have rendered
them a distinct service, but in
educating them wo must recognize that we are making colonial.
ism impossible. If we intended
to hold them as subjects we
would not dare to educate them.
Self government with ultimate
independence must bo assumed
if wc contemplate universal edu
cation in the Philippines. "
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Precinct Convention.
v La4 Monday night
the Demo

crats of precinct No. 1 of this
lectio, al Senators ky Popular Vote.
county, met for the purpose of
I return here more convinced,
electing delegates to the county than before of the importance of
convention, which meets Sept. 8 a change in the method of clwt1
nd will elect delegate to attend
ing United States Senators.
the Territorial convention which There is noticeable every wheiP
niets Sept. 12,vl:e.i a candidate a distinct movement town f J dem
for t'cligato to congress will be ocracy in the broadest
sense. In
)iDininatcd. 'x
countries
I haVO
which
all
the
v R. W. Lackey
presided and visited there is a demand "that
Morris Ilerzstoin acted as sir
the government I e brought
the precinct convention nearer the people.
held last Monday night. Tho
"I am within the limits of the
following delegates wuro iU'tad trliih when 1 say
that the Repair;
to attend the county convention has been
lot some years the bulJack Potter
Juan Duran
wark of probatory wealth, and
ManuelJager
R. D. Bell
that it een now Contains so
K. Q. I'aiiner
O. L. Marsh
many members who owe their
J. W. Muton
Ed Edgar
election to
corpor
Antonia Garcia T. S. Snyder
ations and are so subservient to
fclaudio Maze
Cluis. Sanford their masters as to prevent need
I

IV

I

favor-seekin-

every evidence of approval and
satisfaction. It waa a neighborly
welcome, planned .as such and
carried out in its entirety witli
that understanding. Lincoln has
more Republicans than Democrats, and Mr. Bryan has in the
past good humoredly expressed
the belief that it Would be ft task
to reform the city politically, but
on this occasion there was no line
of partisan division, and the web
come extended to both Mr, and
Mrs. Bryan was sincere and open
Everybody showed
handed.
good nature i nobody wanted to
quarrel about politics, and nearly
tho whole population showed that
it was genuinely glad that so well
known a man as Mr. Bryan was
their fellow citizen.

President Adopts

New Spell'

tag.

-

Oyster Bay, Aug. 31 President Roosevelt today announced"
that he has adopted the Cafne'
gie reform spelling and that 1:0
lias instructed t'i6 public printer
that all official doCuuitints from
the White House, including tho
presidents message, shall be
printed in accordance wlili tho

AND TO SELL.

We are in a position to handle it
with benefit to you and Ourselves.
Come in and

talk it over with us.

CLAYTON LAND COMPANY
recommendations of the spelling
rofcl'm committee, headed by
Brandor Matthews, of Columbi
an university.
This committee has published
a list ot three hundred wcrJs in
which the spelling is reformed.
This list contains such words as
"thru" and "tho" as spelling for
"through" and "though.''
The president's sanction of
this reform movement is regarded as the most effective and tho
speediest method of inaugurat
ing the new system of spelling
throuhgbout the country. It is
regarded us more than likely
that tha respective heads of departments will fall in line with
tho president's ideas and have
their official documents printed

Kenton
Prices,
i tnclnvatfon
8

5

Foot winilniills.
Foot Champion

.

.
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MoWprs
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If you need hardware or
it will pay you to
write me.
A. W. TANNI2R,

Kenton, Okla.
in the now spelling. The presj
dent will also utilize the refortm
ed spelling iu all his correspond!

ence

The Automobile of 76 Years Ago.
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Unusual Vocations Taken
Up by Two Young Ladies
Life, Is Cultivating
One. Longing for Open-Ai- r
a Farm in the Wilds of Ozark Mountains-Teach- er.
Unable to Get School.
Takes Up Blacksmithing.

;

3

Little Rock, Ark.
to the virgin wilds

'.A

-

4

,

.
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Out of St. Louis
the Ozarks has
come Miss Amy Rosemary Miller, a
stenographer, who has be
come a homesteader on her
square tract.
she entered Into the project, and If determination, health, strength and grit
count for anything she is going to
transform the wilderness Into a cultivated region.
Time was when business men in the
Citury building, St. Louis, sought
her as the most reliable and accurate
means of transcribing their letters.
But the cramped and conventional life
of the city palled upon her.
Unaccompanied
by relatives or
friends of the male sex, Miss Miller
started for the Ozarks, erected a modest home of rough hewn logs, and Is
now living there alone and unmolested.
Before selecting the government
land which was afterward allotted to
her, Miss Miller took counsel from older heads and selected a
tract, heavily timbered and near a public road in order to obtain the rural
delivery service.
"Clearwater," as Miss Miller has
named her farm, in is the shape of a
square, 80 acres long by 80 acres In
width. This is the mostr economical
shape, requiring the least amount of
fencing material. Steel's creek, a
branch of the Big Buffalo, runs through
"Clearwater" from south to north,
making a huge fork near the center,
cutting the farm Into three parts.
The creek roars down over several
waterfalls in its winding course, disappearing here and there in the densely wooded part of the farm and emerging to traverse an open space with its
banks lined with maldenferns and violets.
There Is a
tract as level as
a table between the prongs of the fork
In the stream.
This level space has
been cleared and planted with 50
choice apple trees and a large number of grapevines.
On other cleared
parts of the farm Miss Miller has
planted ?trawberrles, raspberries, Concord gupes, peach, plum and cherry
city-bre-

of

d

Single-hande-

Inquiry Into the earliest forms of the automobile has brought to light Church's steam
coach, which ran
between London and Hirmingham, England, as early as 1S30. It was something like a double stage
coach atd
was constructed to carry twenty-eigh- t
inside passengers and twenty-twoutside. The chauffeur wore a great
(Mat with many capes, as was the style with
coachmen.
A committee of the House of Commons was appointed in 1S31 to report on
the growing automobile movement, and found its practicability fully established. Popular prejudice, however,
it was pointed out, was strong
and led to the Imposition of heavy tolls, fees and licenses, so the motor fiend would seem to
have had a rocky
road even In those early days.
The railroads, then coming into general use, secured the passage of a law requiring each automobile
it
Keep a man one hundred yards in advance with a red flag by day and a red
lantern by night.
o

old-tim- e

SPENT HALF HIS LIFE IN JAIL.
"BIG BILL" MASON, NOTED CRIMI-NALAGAIN BEHIND BARS.

,

Was Well Known In Chicago Gambling
Circles Arrested in Wisconsin,
Sent to Waupun, But
Made His Escape.

Laporte, ind. The doors of the Indiana state prison have opened again
to one of the most noted criminals in
the country. His real name is Richard
Keegan, but he is best known as "Big
Bill" Mason.
Mason as W. T. Wright wa3 sent
up under the old law to serve seven
years. After ebout three years he
escapedmd was finally located at
Cherry Hill, Pa. He was given no possible chance after and went out only

at the expiration of his term.
"Big Hill" Mason Is particularly
well known In Chicago, where was the
scene of many of his exploits. Around

"M!ke" McDonald's and George Han-ki- t
gambling houses he was known
as the high "roller of faro."
He has pursued all the branches of
crime, p.nd while he has been successful in them all he has spent nearly 25
years In prison. So that In the balance he strikes in his fifty-fiftyear
the nctount Is heavily against him.
In the Northfleld bank raid, in which
he participated with the Younger and
James toys, he was "the kid." In all
of Mason's arrests he was well provided with "ball money" and was 'able
to get the best of criminal talent at
the bar to fight his cases. It was his
boast that he never pleaded guilty.
After a wild spectacular career Mason appeared In Chicago and made his
headquarters at Dave Thornton's
"House of David" in Clark street. He
was always well provided with money
and ostensibly his business was to
make a show of I'. by buying drinks
for anybody and everybody.
Meanwhile he was playing faro In
McDonald's place, and occasionally in
Hanking' place r.cross the street. He
was gen ;rally a winner and was accustomed to leave a sum of money In
Thornton's to the credit of fellows who
were down and out. Usually It was,
he said, 10 per cent, of his winnings.
If he lost he put a $10 bill there anyway for the same purpose, saying that
the Lord and the gambler alike loved
a cheerful giver and he wouldn't have
luck If he were not ready to divide.
Mason at this time was about 25 or
26 years old. In a.ipearance he was
a striking tlgure, six ffet tall, straight
as a dart, broad shoulders and with

the easy movement and grace of a
panther. But his face was against
him. It was hard and cruel of ex-

pression.
Before he left Chicago, however, he
determined to make one big play, and
he broke Hankins' bank. A short time
before that the house of H. F. Whit-con- ,
president of the Wisconsin Central railroad, In Milwaukee, had been
entered and robbed. The spoil was
traced to a "fence" in Chicago about
the time Mason made his big play at
Hankins' faro bank.
The "fence" gave Mason away.
While the Milwaukee police were arranging to arrest him at Thornton's
place the hangers on at the gambling
house planned to rob him. Four of
them attacked him, but he beat them
all and escaped to the street Just as
the police came up and took him. He
was taken to Milwaukee and there induced two detectives to enter his cell
on the pretense of giving up. He
seized them both and threw them violently against the rear wall of the cell.

YEARS.

Engineer Mangled
Survives Injuries.

In Wreck

Railway

Albuquerque, N. M.
Barney Baldwin, known the world over as the
"man with the broken neck," was here
the other day renewing acquaintances
,
made In
when he was an engineer. Baldwin's neck was broken
In a railway accident at Birmingham,
Ala., In 1887. He wears hla neck and
heaC In harness continual!!'.
When
U
down the vertebrae slips out
1S80-S3-

l

cell-hous-

Some Queer Family Names.
"CHUMPS,"

"OGS"

AND

"CUB-BUMS-

IN OLD KENTUCKY.

Ford, Ky. It Is doubtful if any other county In this state or in any other
state can show such a remarkable collection of given names and surnames
as are to be found within a radius o
20 miles from this town.
We have
Able Chump, Little Chump, Chumppy
Chump and Skittles Chump. To this
must be added the family of Chicken,
with the eldest son christened Old
Chicken and the youngest daughter
Pullet Chicken. Then there Is the Og
family, with Barabbas Og at the head
of it. One of his boys Is named John
L. Sullivan Og, and the youngest girl
In the bunch is Snippy Og.

But that Is not a circumstance to
the way Phlllas Quarter has named
his children. He seemed to take n delight in the oddity of his own name
and to perpetuate It in the christening
of his four boys. The first one, born
about 19 years ago, Is well known
throughout the county as First Quar- -

of place, and his bones wobble and
often come unjointed. If he raises
his right hand, the left also bobs up.
In the wreck he had his right arm,
five ribs and both legs fractured, bis
watch crushed out of sight In his
bowels, and an Iron bolt driven Into
him with force enough to break his
collar bone. Doctors here, as everywhere, pronounce him the most puzzling case ever dealt with, because a
man could be so torn and broken
and still live. Baldwin, who Ii married and lives at San Bernardln.0, Cal.,
claims the railroad on which He was
hurt, pays him a handsome monthly

week.
She says she has no rent to pay, no
car fare and no gas bills. There are
no office hours, and she is her own
boss.

School Teacher Makes
Living as Blacksmith.

' Lincoln, Neb. Unable to secure an
appointment as teacher In the rural
school districts of Kansas where she
resided, Mrs. Philo P. Wilcox has

trees.

The hillsides of the Ozark country
are remarkably well adapted to the
growth of the Arkansas black apple,
and Is the home of the famous Elberta
peach.
The conditions for a vineyard are ideal.
With the extent of
slope of mountain side facing the
south and protected from the biting
winds of the north by the huge hills,
vines of every variety thrive and bear
abundant fruit.
Out of her big tract, Miss Miller selected 160 acres on a hillside and contracted to have erected there a log

Miss Wilcox Earns Her Living at the
Anvil.

turned to blacksmithing, which was
her husband's trade. In the last 15
years she has reared a family of four
children, and as her husband failed in
health she has worked more and more
Into the business until now In the
suburb of College View she does all
the work offered, with the aid of three
of her children.
Horseshoeing is the onlv
business at which Mrs. Wilcox balks.
sne is able to prepare a horse for lta
shoes, but owing to the handicap of

one window.
ter. The next heir Is Second Quarter. When the house was
completed In SepThe third is called "No" Quarter, the
tember, bidding farewell to St. Louis,
fourth Bad Quarter.
The mother never had any say la
skirts cannot
the selection of the names of her chilanimal's hoofs
dren.

Odd Cognomens of the "Quarter"
Heirs
Remarkable Collection
Gathered Within a Radius
of 20 Miles of Ford.

traductions are entirely unnecessary,
and If one lives In the same county the
privilege of acquaintance is demanded.
Miss Miller's bill of expense for the
undertaking shows $14 for filing papers at the land office preparatory to
taking possession of the 160 acres, $25
for the log cabin and $10.50 for the
fence that Burrounds It.
Her living
expenses for one year were $1.50 per

five-acr- e

house, 10x16 feet, having

h

NECK BROKEN NINETEEN

In a moment he was out In the corridor and running toward the main entrance. One of the detectives shot
him, but he got away. A few nights
afterward a badly wounded man
dragged himself to the door of the
house of J. I. Case, In Racine, owner
of
the trotting horse. He
was delivered up to the police and
sent to Waupun state prison for eight
years.
Waupun Is regarded as one of the
safe prisons of the United States, bl.t
Mason tawed his ceil door, sawed the
bars from a window out of the
a task that under the circumstances must have taken some weeks,
scaled a wall and was free. The prison
authorities had previously learned
that "Big Bill" had escaped from the
Los Angeles prison and kept a close
watch on him. Early one morning In
1898 there was a police fight in New
York which ended In Mason, Thomas
Rellly and James Coffey being captured. That battle is a tradition of
real glory to the New York police
force. Since then Mason has spent
nearly all his time In prison.

ing addressed as "Howdy, Amy?"
The first name is always used and
"howdy" is always the salutation. In

Old Phlllas decided on what he

intended to call them the day after
they were born, and what he said had
to be accepted in the Quarter household. Not one of these sons has ever
been 20 miles away from home. No
member of the family Is able to read
or write and they have no conception
of the outside world.
About seven miles from the Phidi'oi
Quarter farm lives the Bennett family,
whose hired man Is named Angel Cub-buHe Is proud of his name and
boasts that his brothers and sisters,
who live In the same county, are Just
as oddly named as he. One sister Is
Slzzley Cubbum, another Homlno, k
brother Calico and the youngest in the
outfit Measles Cubbum.

affix the shoes to the
in the style long ap-

proved by blacksmithing.
Mrs. WilC03 Is 40. She hns ft .lonr
complexion a..d her hardened muscles
are evidence of the long hours she has
put In at the forge.
During her clrlhnnd rtava aha ra.
celved a good education and was a
teacher when Wilcox married her at
Roselle, Kan.
In
Kansas married
women are not wanted as
and, barred out of teaching,
Jhe turned to the forge.
I likii. the work," she says.
"At first
the tentency of neonln in olnn and
stare waB disconcerting.
But now I
don't mind it. I know of no ether
woman blacksmith in the country.
mosi oi my work Is in using
the
sledge, making horseshoes, repairing
wagons and farm Implements, sharpening tools and thp ilka i ,
busy all the time. One' of
the girls
take care of the house and the other
three help in the shop.
two of my girls, aged 17 and 15
respectively, are exnprt
ers. One makes from five to eight
dollars a week at this work. The oldest is a natural-bormechanic.
She
lttRB lne most complicated machinery to pieces, tell what Is wrong, repair It and put It together again.
"My husband Is now in
Mexico for
h is health. The work Is
hard upon
him, but the rest of us like
It and
thrive upon It.
"My oldest girl went
out last summer with a thrashing
machine outfit
and was with It all summer. She cut
bands, fired the engine, fed
the
and did part of the cooking for
the men. It Ib hardly girl's work,
but
It does not harm her. She Is
as lltho
and strong as a young lion
and in'
bicycle race, has proved
more than
a match at long distances
for the
young men In the nelghborood.
t,U have
"cense to teach and
school-ma'am-

If

iB

s

Almost Swallowed $1,000.
Utica, N. Y. Eugene Smaltz, employed at Ilion, went to a clambake a
few days ago and found a rare pearl
in a clam which he was about to devour. The pearl Is said to be worth
about $1,000. It Is different from most Mits Miller Handles a Plow with the
pearls, as It Is very dark, and shows
Skill of a Farmer.
purple, blue and black.
It weighs
four and
carats, and Is Miss Miller packed her two trunks
with dishes, kettles, bedding and
without a flaw.
other household necessities and moved
to the new home In the forest.
Miss Miller's mother was her guest
stipend. Baldwin was the man who for the first two or three weeks, during
pulled the special train tint brought which they spent much time each
the famous New Mexican murderer, evening barring and bolting the door
Milton Yarberry, to this city to be and window against a possible
Inhanged.
truder.
Lack of any call from unwelcome
visitors has Induced Miss Miller to
Man Reforms at Age ef 95.
Winthrop, Me. Ellis M. Clark hai leave the window unbarred and open
In fair weather, and the door Is closed
decided to quit chewing tobacco aftei
only against prowling dogs. At one
81 years of the habit. He was 95 yean
she spent nine months alone In
of age the other day, and to celebrate time
little log cabin without a thought
the event called together his frlendi the
of fear.
with the announcement that he InMiss Miller says the easy familiarity
tended to sign a pledge. The piedgs
of the mountaineers Is bracing and enproved to be his declaration that kc
couraging when the bluntness wears
will no longer use tobacco
dullest.
I like
off and one becomes accustomed to be this b,ac,k8lmlth!'8
better than the schoolroom."

i.t

sep-arat-
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SALADS.

SOME FJSH

APPETIZING DISHES EASILY AND
MADE.
INEXPENSIVELY

FOR

ENTERTAINING

CHILDREN.

Some Games That Will Afford Amusement to the Little Folks.

North Dakota Solves the Adulteration
Problem.
North Dakota seems to have found
the key to the question, "How shall
we protect the people from frauds in
manufactured products?" A new law
has recently gone Into effect designed
to make it Impossible to deceive people Into buying Inferior and adulterated paint under the Impression that
they are getting real paint, viz.: pure
white lead and linseed oil.
The North Dakota lawmakers did

Fear for Cologne Cathedral.
Serious damage to the magnificent
central portal of Cologne cathedral Is
feared. Several large pieces of carved stone have fallen and numerous
other portions show Blgns of loosening. The cathedral, begun in 1248,
was not completed until 18S0. It is
generally regarded as the finest piece
ot Gothic architecture In the world.

When you

b7

WET I f
WEATHEic
CLOTHING
you wBJt

It is not a difficult matter to give
complete
children a happy time, because ot
protection
and long
their responsiveness.
To them "a
service.
Herring, Sardine, Salmon and Lobster splendid time" means merely a 'lev;
These and many
folly games, some bright music, per
Salads, That You Can Prepare
other good points
haps a little dance, a light supper and
Quickly In Cases of Emerg-- j
are combined In
Important
to
Mothers.
a
tiny
souvenir.
Arise.
ency That Will
TOWER'S
every
carefully
bottle
CASTOHIA,
of
Iranlne
Their childish wishes are then more
w
PISH BRAND
a Ufa and aura remedy for lufanta sad children.
HERRING SALAD. Heat through gratified and they go home happy as
CLOTHING
OILED
attempt to absolutely prohibit the and tee that It
not
well
by. turning on the stove three
larks.
Ymi
afford
Inferior pigments, or mixtures of
to btry any otruer
smoked herring, then tear off the
Ul
For children from five to 12 years pigments. They adopted the slogan,
Bean the
heads and pull the skin away, split, of age, four to eight o'clock is the best
to Signature
'
tell,
and
then
left
the
label
Let
take out the backbones, and cut up time for the party, supper being at the people to buy whichever they la Vie For Over 30 Years.
CO BOtOW UV
J fQW
TOwC
into small bits, or to shred them Is about half after six.
CnaO'n CO .
The Kind Too Bare Alwaya Bought.
wished.
For tiny tots, from three to six
better. Put In a salad bowl, add one
Under this plan.it any one wishes
small chopped onion, two hard boiled, o'clock is a more suitable time, with to buy a mixture of rock-dusMagnificent Sacred Edifice.
ground
potato;
boiled
eggs,
supper Berved at five o'clock.
and one
chopped
The largest and costliest building
cheap elements
quartz
other
and
ot
chopped
When a boy or girl 'an write hla
cut fine with a teaspoonful
which are found in many paints and thus far undertaken In New York, the
parsley; season with a teaspoonful of or her own invitations they are much
"white leads," no ono can city of immense structures, is the
salt, one of pepper, three tablespoon-tul- s more appreciated by their little object; for they do It with their eyes magnificent S 10,000,000 Episcopal CaBEST IN THE WORLD
of vinegar, and two of oil. Mix friends.
open.
But if they prefer genuine thedral of St. John the Divine, now be- W.LOouglas $4 Gilt Edge lina. 7
But, for the wee tots, mother must, white lead and linseed oil, they can ing erected on Mornlngslde Heights. cannotDeequaiieaatanypriw,
well, and If you have It, decorate
In
of course, send out the Invitations.
with a boiled beet.
To Shoe Draltrti
be sure of getting it, for none but This will be the greatest edifice
wMr
W. I. Douglas" Jot.
three
;U these parties the little host or
SALAD. Allow
Kirf
41 1
SARDINE
genuine article can bear a label America, and the fourth in importthe
bind Hume it tlie most f f ''j
as
and
guest
complete In thii country
hostess must welcome each
Vji
ance in the world.
sardines for each person; bone
which says "pure white lead."
Send for Catalog
JV-J
jK
fillet these, carefully removing Blithe he or she arrives.
all other States mixtures are of
In
Vanishing Rural Industries.
Mother, or some older person should
Bklns, and set them aside until re
ten
sold as pure white lead which
The gradual cessation, one after
quired. Doll two eggs for three mln. stand In the background and cordially contain little sometimes no real
another, of the countryside Industries
utes. shell them, and break them up second the welcome first extended by white lead.
Is one of the principal reasons why the
In your salad bowl with a spoon; mix the little host or hostess.
It would seem that were this same peasant owner has vanished from the
asfor
may
allowed
of
an
Half
each
be
hour
teaspoonful
a
them
with
principle applied to food, beverages
have
French mustard and essence of ancho-.vie- sembling and then the games Bhould and all other prepared articles, where land . Thatching and woodcraft
killed by rural councils, with
been
the strained oil from the tin of begin.
buyupon
deception Is practiced
the
for slated roof3, and by the
A very amusing form of entertain
sardines with as much oil as will
It their craze of other materials for
er, the question would be solved.
to
girl
each
request
to
little
ment
substitution
add
is
all;
In
teaspoonfuls
make three
would leave us free to buy what we
no longer
chill, shallot, and good malt vinegar bring her best doll, and each little boy pleased, but would protect us from timber. The cottager can
wood, but must buy coal,
dog.
toy
even
burn
to taste. Cut up some nice crisp let- his finest
not
unwittingly buying what we did
Then have a "baby show" and a
since his fireplaces are not fashioned
tuce and mix It well with the dresswant.
"dog
show."
for the consumption of fagots Lonto
Is
It
before
ing, but only just
baby
AT ALL PKICii,
BH0E3 FOR E
show
her
girl
Let
Doubt.
each
a
Beyond
muslittle
don Estates Gazette.
be served. Put a little heap of
Mon'a Booss. 83 to f l.RO. Bore' BUMS, sa
which
Two workmen, who both bore good
to $1.86, Worm; a Shoes. S4.00 to Sl.fiO.
tard and cress In the center of the doll and let the judges decide
Mis, a' CiUMroti's 8hoa, I J. 25 to l.OO.
Mianra and
salad, with a whole red capsicum Is the "cutest," which Is the "fattest," characters as sober and Industrious
Try V. I.. ItoiiRlua Woim-n's- ,
Is
which
poand
Is
"prettiest,"
charged
which
atiiM?; lor aiyio, m auu weur
a
men,
the
recently
were
at
round,
Clillilrt'n's
upon it. Arrange the sardines
thr-excel other make.
and outside these a border of mustard the "best drccsed." Awa?d the prizes lice court with fighting.
If I could take you Into my large
The magistrate asked, In astonish-men- ,
Brockton, Mass., and show
at
and cress dotted here and there with to each little mother.
factories
After this have the "dog show." Let
the cause of the quarrel. It
you how carefully W.L. Douglas shoe
slices of red capsicum.
each
little man show his dog In the seemed that one man had accused the
of
are made, you would then understand
quart
SALMON SALAD. One
men to de
why they hold their shape, fit better,
cooked salmon, two heads of lettuce, ring, and have some grown the dogs other of stealing his coat.
wear longer, and are ot greater value
"And I can prove It, too," added the
two tablespoonfuls of lemon Juice, one cide the various points of
than any other make.
prizes.
award
the
then
shown,
and
teaman.
one
capers,
of.
two
of vinegar,
Wherever you live, you can obtain W. L.
cnu
very
Is
nice
ior
A
lawn
hunt
magistrate.
tea"How?"
said
the
Douglae ahoea. His name and price I stamped
of a
spoonful of Bait,
on
the bottom, which protects you against high
parties.
my
ren's
card in the
"I always keep
spoonful of pepper, a cupful of mayprices and inferior shoes. Take no jufcj(i
Souvenirs of various kinds, wrapped pocket."
Ak your dealer lor W. L. Douglas ahoea
tats.
onnaise dressing or the French dressand there
and insist upon having them.
were directed to
The policemen
ing.
Break up the salmon with two n naner are hlddrn here one who
Color tyelets inert; Html will not wear brassy.
att
f
little
Write lor Illustrated Catalog nl Fall Styles.
silver forks. Add to It the salt, pep- over the lawn and the packages re search the garment. But they found
W. l DOUULAS, Dept. 12, Brockton, Mass,
absolutely nothing.
Put finds the most of these
per, vinegar, and lemon Juice.
nrlze.
a
workceives
coat,"
my
the
said
"Gimme
cold
some
other
or
ice
chest
In the
Peanuts or f lilts may be substituted man. It was handed to him. He took
DEFIANCE STIRCH-17.- X.,
Preplace for two or three hours.
sme price and
only i ounce
ithnr starch
two dried peas out of one of the pockpare the lettuce as directed for lob- for the packages.
"DEFIANCE" IS 8UPERIOR QUALITY.
ets, and held them up triumphantly.
ster salad. At serving time pick out
Centerpiece Holders.
That's me
"P. P. Peter Powell.
leaves enough to border the dish. Cut
one
Some
has Invented a prett
name. Them's my card."
or tear the remainder in pieces and
Noth inpr pleases the eye so much as
or the
He got his coat.
arrange these In the center of a flat treatment of the broomstickwhich so
11 made, dainty
tube
mailing
pasteboard
dish. On them heap the salmon
most
the
found
False Alarm.
lightly anc covet with the dressing. many women have
satisfactory thing to wind center
From the valley there came a cloud
Now sprinkle on the capers. Arrange
around when they of dust and a distant rumble.
The
the whole leaves at the base, and, pieces and doilies up.
man of the stone age rushed up the
of a have Just been done
If you choose, lay
A 25 Inch square of flowered dimity
mountain and perched himself on the
thin slice of lemon on each leaf.
edged with narrow lace or bound highest peak.
Is
lobLOBSTER SALAD. Put a large
wash ribbon or with one of the
"Shucks!" exclaimed the fugitive,
ster over the Are In boiling water with
and attached as he slipped down to the valley again,
slightly salted; boll rapidly for about many pretty wash braids
to the tube, which has been covered
"It Is only a poor dinosaur roaming
20 minutes; when done It will be of
batting in which sachet about for his breakfast. From the
a bright red color and should be re- with cotton
l UJJ "i a J
.
lauUHCICUs
powder has been freely sprinkled, and noise I thought it must be an automoved, as, If boiled too long, it will
"3 To get the best results it
with the material.
mobile."
be tough; when cold, crack the claws then
j is necessary to use the
The dollies are laid flat upon the
And the man went back to his
I best laundry starch.
after first disjointing, twist off the square as soon as they have thorough
an
hewing
of
occupation
peaceful
head, which is used In garnishing; ly
v
m
loosely apartment house out of a solid cliff.
Ironing
are
and
after
aired
split the body in two lengthwise; pick
around the tube, both doilies
out the meat in bits not too fine, rolledouter covering
kept from unroll
and
Deadly New Rifle.
up
a
saving the coral separate; cut
attached, one
ribbons
lng
by
Bullets from the new
large head slightly and place on a
In the middle of the roll and one on rifles of the United States army whirl
dish, over which lay the lobster, put
each side near the end.
with great rapidity. The rifling gives
outside.
ting the coral around the
revolution of the bullet about Us
one
gives that finish to the
For dressing take the yelks of three
To Clean Frames.
axis In ten Inches. At the muzzle the
clothes that all ladies
eggs, beat well, add four tablespoons
a
feet
2,300
to
attempt
clean
picture
Is
Don't
velocity of the bullet
desire and should obtain.
salad oil, dropping it in slowly, beat
a
goldleaf,
as the second, which means Z,7ou turns
It is the delight of the
lng all the time; then add a little salt frames covered with
does
experienced laundress.
cayenne pepper, half teaspoon mixed finest and most beautiful of all gold second, assuming that the bullet
Once tried they will use
You can tell them by the not strip in the rifling.
The circum
mustard, and two tablespoons vine- frames are. as you look
do other. It is pure and
at it closely, ference of the bullet Is .942 of an
gar. Pour this over the lobster Just way the gold,
is guaranteed not to invelocity
on,
and
curling
there
here
laid
peripheral
seems
a
gives
which
Inch,
jure the most delicate
before sending to table.
ever so slightly away from the frame. of 2,600 Inches each second, or 13,000
fabric. It is sold by the
Any sort of cleaning, except the most feet a minute.
Early New England Books Rare.
best grocers at 10c a
Is
to
dusting,
bound
make
ot
the
casual
The recent discovery in England
package. Each package
contains 16 ounces.
a copy of the long lost Massachusetts gold scale off In an unsightly fashion.
GOOD AND HARD.
Other starches, not nearly so pood, sell
laws ot 1648, printed In Cambridge,
Select Brush Carefully.
at the same price per package, but they
and Its sale to E. Dwlght Church, of
contain only 13 ounces of starch. ConThe hair brush should have long, Results of Excessive Coffee Drinking.
Brooklyn, for a price said to exceed
sult your own interests. Ask for
ot the soft bristles that will go quite
$5,000, reminds the collectors
DEFIANCE STARCH, get it, and we
It 13 remarkable what suffering
Interesting fact that the earliest through the hair and remove every
know you will never use any other.
must,
and
dust,
above
of
all
particle
to
just
up
put
sat
with
some
persons
works printed In New England are
among the world's rarest books and things, be immaculately clean. A isfy an appetite for something.
A Mich, woman says: "I had been
are rapidly becoming as valuable as comb is rarely necessary, if the hair
the earliest imprints ot William Cax is well brushed, but, when used, using coffee since I was old enough to
should be a coarse one.
have a cup ot my own at the table,
ton, England's first printer.
and from it I have suffered agony
Government.
Best Fruits for Jellies.
hundreds ot times In the years past.
Bluejackets from the ships of the
"My trouble first began in the form
The most desirable fruits for jelly
The first consideration in the matter of food is nutrition, the next
making after currants are crab ap- - Australian squadrons are permitted to of bilious colic, coming on every few facility of digestion and assimilation.
The grains like wheat should
New
on
Zealand
railthe
ries, quinces, grapes, blackberries travel free
weeks fnd almost ending my life. At be preferred, which are well supplied with the constituents of brain
raspberries and peaches. If the fruit ways, as the government considers every attack for 8 years I suffered in
manner.
Is used before it la fully ripe It makes that their talk of the country when this way. I used to pray tor death to and nerve, cooked in a palatable
f mm X V
a clearer jelly and a gentle simmer they return home will attract immi- relieve me from my suffering. I .had
lng with do stirring will make It ot grants.
also attacks ot sick headache, and be
finer grain.
gan to suffer from catarrh of the stom
Worn-Out
Bucket.
Use for
ach, and ot course awful dyspepsia.
A Dally Thought.
A pan or bucket In which holes hare
"For about a year I lived on crack'
may
be
made
worn
available
for
been
Judge
We
ourselves by what we feel
ers
and water. Believing that coffee
for
flowers
water
carrying
if
small
capable ot doing, while others judge
was
the cause of all this suffering, I
pulled
through the
pieces of cloth are
us by what we have already done.
finally ault It and began to use
holes as far as they will go.
Longfellow.
Postum Food Coffee. It agreed with
my stomach, my troubles have left
Weak Hearts In British Army.
Remarkable Metaphor.
Nearly 500 men fall out from the me and I am fast gaining my health
The English women suffragists have
ranks of the British army every year, under Its use.
contributed besides other things
I condemn coffee and is prepared from the whole wheat berry, celery infused and baked
the gayety of nations a remarkable owing to weak hearts and other de tea."NoNowonder
could
one
be In a much more twice at a high temperature, so as to render it the best of foods for
by
Illogical
brought
about
the
mixed metaphor. One of these stren fects
growing children, invalids, the aged, the .brain and muscle working
uous ladles, speaking ot the lack of system of physical training in the critical condition than I was from
pro classes.
Interest of women In their rights, army, said Sir Frederick Treves re the use of coffee. Some doctors
nounced it cancer, others ulceration
Palatable-Nutritio- us
Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat
said: 'As yet it is but a flea bite on cently. This system is now under
but none gave me any relief. But Cm bt sirvtd hoi. Put In a hot ovinlor a taw mlnulai; or cook In boiling milk to a mush.
the ocean, but let us arise In all our view.
since I stopped coffee and began Pos
strength and nip it in the bud. We
turn I am getting well so fast I can I0e a package.
Mrs.
hanged,"
boy
read
assassin
"A
seen
too
know
to
have
much not
(fa
heartily recommend It for all who
newspaper.
"Well,"
from
the
Bascom
I
Groc,r
where the boto pinches."
by
given
did."
Name
n
as
I
boy
Is
suffer
remarked,
"a sassin'
she
Dr. Price,
famous food expert, the creator of Dr. Prlce'a Cream Baking Powder. Delicious
great trial, but I don't think be oust: Postum Co., Battle Creek, AMch. Read Flavoring tha
Extracte, lea Cream Sugar and Jelly Deaaerta, baa never been compelled,
''here are hothouse thoughts
notwlthatanding
strenuous Food laws, to change any of hia products. They have always!
the little book, "The Road to Well conformed to
to be hanged for it.
but tasteless. Life.
bSkVttiful
their requirement. Tbia it an absolute guarantee of tbelr quality aod punt,
vllle." "There's a reason."
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Irrigation Cong rlV
Idaho.
Sici'Tio.MiiKU,

It Boise

The

he fourteenth
I
l
igation
C undress
r
annual
opened here to day, with a large
attendance from all parts of the
United States. Representatives
of every state governicent, of the
government of the United States,
delegates appointed by mayors
of cities from all parts of the
country, representatives of commercial, industrial and financial
organizations, of agricultural and
horticultural societies, of the various societies, etc., and many
other prominent persons, interested in th3 subject of irrigation
are among those attending the
congress which will be in session
until September K inclusive
An interesting program has
boon arranged for the congress
It will embrace a consideration
and discussion of the following
main features: Saving the forests
."-

E3ew Tylexico

John Spring, Prop. Clayton

Realty Co,

-'I

Meat Market

Will sell on Commission Real Estate
and Live Stock.
Property listed with them will be
without cost to the. seller.

Fresh and Salt Meats.
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Always in Stock,

advertised in the East

Unless a sale is perfected.

& A. C. Thompson,

new mexico.

Clayton,

The Clayton

Livery, Feed
vSale Stables
AND

R. PIERCE,
Proprietor.
storing the Hoods, reclaiming the
deserts, establishing of home: Good Rigs and Careful Drivers,
on the reel aimed land. The con
Feed Yard and Camp House in Connection.
gross is held in the midst of ir
Hay and Grain Always on Hand
rigation projects showing every
state of development.
Two of Phone No 35
CLAYTON, N. M
the greatest enterprises of the

declamation service of the United

States government, the largest
Carey Act project in the United
States, and smaller propositions
of private and
enterprise, ranging from the first
year of operation to iifty years
of constant use, will be taken as
object lessons, teaching practical
irrigation from a practical standpoint. Ample arrangements have
been made for the use of the
of the congress on engi.
n.'oring and mechanic-;which

from the disposal of pulilic lands for
the years mill OH.

SENSAIIOMAL

CHARGE MADE.

Former Superintendent of
Mew Mexico Pen Accused
Of

Shortage in

The Grimm
Hardware Co.
DEALERS IN

General Hardware,
Windmill Supplies, Paints, Oils,

Etc

Tin Shop In Connection,
LLAYTON,

-

NEW

MEXICO.

FAWCETT & DEAN,
a Wholesale and Retail
9 General Merchants,

the bel ief of mining men and oih
ers that a groat copper ore dis
tnct existed in the eastern por
tion of Union county extending
Y
into Beaver county, Oklahom
The section abounds in rich float
which assays from seventy-livper cent, to ninety-fivcent con
per. This tloat has been, from
time to time, gathered up by the
natives and prospectors and af
PHONE No. 18.
tor being freighted by wagon for
ufty to seventy-milesent by
rauroaii to smelters and gave
handsome returns.
Throughout this copper one
there arc massive chimneys of All
sandstone
which have been
Oils,
forced up through the earth by
some subterranean action. These
chimneys, it Is believed, through
.
the action of the elements, have
furnished the great quantities of
Condensed Report of The First National Bank of Clayton,
tloat thongliout the district.
e

ts.

mJ

CLAYTON N

Phone No. 85

jZ?

Clayton,

e

n.m.

In ;i report by firm of Colorado expert accountants to Governor Ilaporinan of New Mexico,
on the condition of the tiliances
of the New Mexico penetentiiiry
will hold meetings of special in- at Santa Fe, charges of the most
terest throughout the congress. sensational nature are made
Stereoptican views of woric un- against 11. 0. Hnrsuni, chairman
der construction and completed of the New Mexico Kopubliean
will be used in illustrating ad Territorial Cominitteeand former
dresses and reports. A eonipro superintendent of the peneteiir
hensive exhibit of the products tiary, and evidence and affidavits
of irrigation, including grains, produced to sustain the charges.
grasses, fruit of all kinds, e"e
IJursum has been a, leader in
tables, and especially sugar beets New Mexico politics for ten years
N.M,
has been arranged in quarters is wealthy and has been chairman
Prospecting on this theory in
.h roii'HTrci m up i iniitriiiicr nt
adjoining the convention hal of the Republican committee for
..1
the close of hiiKiwss June 18, l'JOti
a desultory way lias
in
where the congress is holding four years, lie is now mayor of
HESOl'KCEH
progress for several years past
its sessions. The session todav the town of Socorro. The reLmtn
and
Discounts
$l'J2,4i!).'J7
many of the prospectors making
was opened by Vice President port has caused a profound senexpense money by shipping out
Ormlrtift....
mM1
rairbanks and there were about sation throughout New Mexico. a few
V. 8. Bowls.
,
tons of the float.
MJOO.OO
,()(' delegates present.
I.tirsum is charged With direct
Furniture and Fivlnrvs
Gerod Hater, a prospector, tin
2,375.02
Prrsident Roosevelt Send
essa ,ishortages aggregating nearly ally induced some Pittsburg, Pa
Cuth nnd Sujhi Exchmtyv
40,054,82
ll.i' folliiwiii
is :in exirart fn,ni a ;?7,imiii and with failing to account
and other eastern capitalists to
$:13,4!)UM2
ivail te the OMivcnUoii
for about Jii.ciHi more of pene- furnish the means with which to
LIABILITIES
President
do extensive development work
Coiil,d Block
lo tin- oilieers iind nieihlier of tlic tentiiiry funds.
75,000.00
He is also alleged to have 1 he company now
IiTiciitioii ('(iiii'cfs, Hni.se, Idaho.
tt'jrif
imim
han
goo
a
50,000.00
i
IHTuiM.ns
under the
nuitioii shipped thousands of brick out shaft down about two hundrec
VkwV.s
177,708.38
net, whieh signed en June 17, ly.rj, of the penetentiiiry for which no
Oilier
JitulidilicH InclmliiwHuriiHisuiulrMUs
feet
and
has
a
developed
of
body
10,701.24
have liicn curried en energetically funds were received
by the insti- ore running from twenty to forty
the four years since Unit ilati
$:ii:ij!)!)M2
lli! reclamation service, consist in" of tution, with entering into person- per cent, in copper and some
7 he. aboee, shdemnd is eorrevl
Hie
hest
)
h
knowledge.
of
over 400 skilled engineers mid experts al contracts with thcpenctenliary mines in silver. The properties
N.
E.
WiirrwouTH,
Cashier.
in varioi's lines, has heen oraniiM
for furnishing supplies, with mis of this company, The Hater Cop
him n, is now handling the work with appropriation of funds during
per Company, are located in Un
riHuli1vv nn.l
Construe- - the entire period of his adminis
ion county about H miles cast by
lion is already well ad winced on
I COLORADO
SOUTHERN
tration, with gross mismanage south of Folsom
twenty tluve yrfiit enterprises
tK
iuiiI sliiles ami territories. h.-- l,nn(i. ment and destruction of records.
Hovcral Katon business men
Several of the ledgers, jotir including Fred Rohr, Robert
1'I acres of land have heen
out
,
. ,
ii
lor irrieatioii and of this ,liili),(H)() .,..1
nam iiiiui outer
important uooks Vogl.T. (i. Gregory, Geo. R
are now nmh diteh; son miles
TO
ire jtisslng from the prison and KngH'dcrvi Chits,, Rohr, together
of equals and
and ;iii,(iini ft.,.t
said
are
destroyed.
to
boon
have
with .). P. Ocddrs and Jason
ottnnii.-- hint- heen completed: and
of Messioo
lii,0o.i,(in.) ,.,i,; yards of
It is understood the report will Mackey. him", secured a large
earth
d
SePt.
to 14,
;t,HK),0"0 iihie yards of m,.t
have be used its Evidence before the group of claims in this district
Detailed topojraplu,. grand jury in Santa Fe county.
One m for ruuud trip.
situated hi
encode canyon
mirvfyn have heen extended over ten
Bursnm whs superintendent of about foVy tu'lcs southeast of
theiiMnid si(iiare tnih-- of conniry withthe penetentiiiry from July, tMl'J Fulsoiu, They i,iv0 formed
in whiejj the reclamation work is locatEiberal
and $topov?r$
ed and twenty thousand miles of t.v,.i to April, l!Xi? or during the entire company k be kiiorn
as the
Write for rate ijitoirttlBiiij to Meilefthi Ctiboh, To.xa9
lines have heen run. Thi-- e hundred period of Coventor Otero's ad Rohr
Glides Mhing and devel
hiiihiintrs , iiicludi'i- - ollici-- and sleep-i- ministration.
He was displaced opment company a".d will pro Lnuisonn, and other Soiltli'.'l-ipbltils.
iiiit iters for workinen. have heen wla-- Covcrnor Ihtgcrma.n
came cecd '.tl'imt lw? of time to deerected hy the reclamation service ami
Literature tleCcrlpthl Ot ttiia Tefritofy Mil OH HppUisbtlon
Dursmri is now at velop til! fSKWO'
ahoiit an fiu:i innnher hy the coil Into office.
trnctors. Uvei- (en thousand men and .lis sheep ranch in Socorro county
J. J'.i C'UlT ha mining en
Gflj Pfl,- Sgtnii
T. E; FISHER,
.
lihout live Oio'Nai-.Albuquerque News.
horse? ur
t
gineer Kni J liarrlmi' many years
employed:
I
experi'WcJ in
mining,
'Hi
of ..;.ni n,..,,j.,
Pf'cn'ising Copper Mining
Ho
an
t'tfitle
ex- has
exhaustive
rxamlimLioM.a
i
f..r prjt-ftDistrict.
It
aminttliu'n of the district with as other famous coppct' pt'o'llIC'
n e;etthif
'(-5li
Uiiiii a
the result that iio is fully con- itf districts In the sotitllWCst
hv;l of
IrriL'alilk' li'nd it each' project to mj
Ac'ive develonnient, of enm-mvinced tlutt It will makd oho of and he says that there is ti'j
Ktial Bstate and HomcatCH
lief!
''lists. To district in Union county now in the largest copper producing loubt about this beinK a much
Lrtcatln, Agents.
brlrt; all the projects to this point will progress.
Hilton company h;iS districts in the world. Mr. Ged- - stronger and larger mineral dis
6toclc bought and 6oJ4 on
fj'iuire upwards in forty million
,0. rich holdings.
Jnra which amount, it is
dos has mined at Hisbeo and pros- trict than any of
Commission.
For
years
HI lie available from
some
it
has
been
the
ported the entire district as well Reporter.
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HEWS SUMMARf

The statement of Receiver Earle.1
of the broken Real Estate Trust com
pany ot Philadelphia, that the late
president Frank K. Hippie had pracBoy Clubbed to Death.
Round Up of Rangers.
tically stolen more than $5,000,000, SUDDEN DEATH OF EDWARD
Host Important Happenings of the created a profound sensation in that
Tho
News prints the follow,
Denver
A "round up" of the rangers on the
ROSEWATER OF OMAHA.
ing dispatch from East Laa Vegas Aucity.
wlU
ast Seven Days.
Reserves
Forest
Pecos and Jeraes
(
gust 2Slh: One of the most revolting
I
It was reported in Philadelphia
take place in this city some time next murders committed In San Miguel
OMAHA
BEE month under the personal direction ot county for years occurred near
that the board of directors ot the fail- OWNER OF THE
(creating; Ktmi Gathered from All ed Real Estate Trust company had
when dandle Aragon,
F. Kneipp,
parts of the World Condensed not met in three years prior to the Prominent as a Newspaper Man, Butl Forest Supervisor Leon Mexican ot a shecpherder, is alleged to have
says the Santa Fe New
'
failure, nor had the bank been examInto Small Space for. the
beaten Apollnarlo, the
and Politician Widely
August 29th. In arranging for this gen- son ot Santiago Padilla, to death with
Benefit of Onr Reader.
ined in that time by the state author- nets .Man
Known Ever 8lnce the Civil War.
eral meeting of the entire forces on the stones and clubs, and afterwards, s
ities.
'
pro
i
Personal. -- P"" i I
Rosewater,
Omaha
Edward
two forest reserves which are under he lay on the ground, shot aim several
Justice Stafford, ot the District ot
the breast.
Bird S. McGuire was nominated Columbia supreme court recently ren. prietor and editor of the Omaha Bee, his supervision, Mr. Kneipp is follow- times through
The young lad is said to have been
by the republicans ot the First Ok- dered a decision in which he declar- and prominently identified with the ing a suggestion of the forestry bureau BssiBcing
Aragon with his flock when
lahoma district for congress without ed that boycotts of labor unions were pclltlcal, financial and business affairs to give the rangers the benefit of each the brutal crime was committed, and
ot Omaha and the state ot Nebraska
opposition.
legal.
for 40 years, was found dead in a court other's experience, to keep them in no cause for It Is known.
William J. Bryan met with a re
Tha mother of the boy came out to
The will of Frank K. Hippie, late room on the third floor of the Bee touch with the work that is being done
see him shortly after he was killed,
markable welcome on his arrival at president ot the wrecked Real Estate building early Saturday morning. Mr.
promote esprit de corps in tne and, not observing him, asked Aragon
to
and
New York from a year's travel in for Trust company, of Philadelphia, has Rosewater had evidently sat down on
service.
where he was, whereupon the latter
clgn countries. The Nebraska "home been filed for probate. His property
bench In the court room, fallen asleep
The date for the gathering ot the pointed to the corpse lying !u the
defolks," to the number of 130, were the amounting to $130,000 was left to his and died of heart failure.
been
not
has
rangers
here
forest
woman
brush.
The
Mr. Rosewater went to Waterloo, cided upon, but the meeting will not
first to greet the returning travelers, son, who is sole executor.
rushed to the side of the bleeding body
he
afternoon,
where
Thursday
Neb.,
timber
as
the
time
Admiral
such
The remains of the late
be held until
and frantically demanded the name of
The federal grand jury at Chicago
died at Chefoo, has returned ten indictments against spoke to a gathering ot old soldiers. is deemed safe from forest flreB. It hlg murderer.
C. J. Train, who
at
on
return
his
Omaha
ranger
He
force
reached
the
to
have
is proposed
Aragon, the mother says, then got
China, on August 4, have been Interred the Standard Oil company. The In- 7 p. m.
and went to his office In the together for an entire week. Several down on his knees before her and conIn the naval cemetery at Anapolls, dictments contain 6,428 counts and Bee building immediately.
He is government forestry experts will be fessed
that he had killed him and
Md.
are all In connection with granting known to have been in his office during present on this occasion and give the a6ked the
mother's forgiveness. This
Judge Alton B. Parker, of New rebates.
the evening, but was not seen by mem rangers technical instructions, par- - gne woud not grant, but continued to
disfrom
returning
candidate
family
ot
his
democratic
after
bers
York, former
Osawatomie, Kan., recently held a
tlcularly on the subjects of forest
rarcss tne iifeieff8 b0liyi anci the herder
for president, addressed the annual three days' celebration of the 50th w aterloo.
eases and fungus growm, meiuuus m fle(
to
Mr.
Rosewater
of
was
a
It
habit
He was later found by a deputy
rherklne forest fires, timber estimat
cession of the American Bar associa
anniversary of the battle at that place
go to different parts of the building at ing and trail building, inasmucn as sheriff at the home of his gnndmotber
tion at St. Paul on the "Congestion ot between a force under John Brown pleasure,
stepped
presumed
he
considerable
and it is
Cauoncite, eighteen mil'.'s from the
and the pro slavery men. Vice Pres into, the large court room, sat down the rangers will havedisposal during at
the Law."
scene of the crime, preparing to leave
leisure time at their
A monument has been unveiled at ident Fairbanks was the principle or for a minute's repose and fell asleep.
having
the country, and is now incarcerated
the week there is some talk of
When Judge Troup arrived at the a little sport injected In the nature of in the county jail at Las Ve.?as. He is
Camden, Maine, to the memory of ator of the occasion.
company,
of
The Real Estate Trust
con only nineteen years old, and as far
court room this morning he was surWilliam Conway, a native of that
broncho busting" and "roping
town, who refused to haul down the Philadelphia, has failed owing to the prised to find the lifeless body of Sir. tests. Practically an oi me iorei as known had never before been guilty
on a bench. He was sitting guards are expert riders as well as of any crime. The body ot the mur
United States flag at the Pensacola, large amount of money loaned on In Rosewater
at the end of the bench, reclining being handy with the rope, and a fea- dered child was a gruesome sight, hav
Fla., navy yard at the breaking out sufficient security by Its presidenf, easily against a radiator.
ture like this would undoubtedly ing oeen beaten until It was almost
Frank K. Hippie, now dead. The
of the rebellion.
unrecognizable.
MrB. Rosewater had notified the po prove a great attraction.
The neck was broken
$10,000,000
and
placed
at
are
liabilities
Such a welcome as Is seldom aclice of her husband's failure to return
you find things on the and there was a gaping bullet wound
did
"How
There
is
good
$3,500,000.
assets at
home.
corded a private citizen of this coun- the
Pecos?" Mr. Kneipp was asked yester- in the right breast.
on hand of $8,000,'
Soon after the finding of the edi day by a reporter of the New Mexican.
try was given William J. Bryan at doubtful collateral $1,000,000
belonging tor's body in the court room, it was
000. More ttan
Hernando Gonzales Killed.
I found things pretty wet," ne repiie.i
Madison Square Garden in New York
to the Presbyterian general assembly removed to the Rosewater home.
has been lots
"There
smile.
with
a
An
Fast Las Vegas dispatch of Au
on his arrival from a year's travel
Dr. Charles Rosewater, brother ot of raIn Rtely on the Pecos. The grass gust 28th says: Hernando Gonzales,
Is tied up.
around the world. It was estimated
just
brother
his
is
Is in fine shape and grazing
The First Christian church of L!n the dead editor, said that
twenty-threyears old, was shot and
that 20,000 people were in the struc coin, Neb., which was being remodeled had often expressed a wish that when as good there this year as it was iasi. killed in a house near
the outskirts of
lingering
a
great
ture and as many more were unable by the Catholics as a cathedral, was he should die It be without
The Pecos Forest Reserve has
Wagon Mound in a mysterious manner
to
Illness, and that he would prefer
and sheep on tne last night. Jose Gonzales and Pedro
to gain admittance.
burned recently. The priest in charge pass away in the manner In whicn number of cattle year.
grazing land this
Pedro Montt has been proclaimed believes it was set on fire.
Romero, with whom he is .supposed to
he did.
"We have had over one nunureu have passed the night, have been to
president of Chile by the unanimous
Hip
K.
suspicion
Frank
that
The
Dr. Rosewater attributed the sudden miles of trails cut this year. The rested by Sheriff Medina of Mora
Tote of the congress.
pie, late president of the wrecked death of his brother to the reaction trails Are not all as Rood as tney county and placed In jail pending an in
Prof. Lucien I. Blake, of the Kansas Real Estate Trust company of Phil- which followed the excitement attend mieht be. but we will put on the nnisn vestigation.
nniverslty, has resigned his position adelphia, had committed suicide has Ing on a long campaign in which Mr, Ing touches later. Hugh P. Baker, of
Romero himself Informod the au
to devote his time entirely to research been confirmed by the coroner. The Rosewater was a prominent candidate thn forestry d vision is oui mere inn thorities of Gonzales' death and acconestablishing
The
senator.
United
for
of
States
work
ing up the
work.
cused Jose Gonzales of the shooting.
officials kept the matter secret in or
vention occurred August 22d and Mr. nnrnpHen at the ranger headquarters The latter declines to make any state
Vice President Fairbanks delivered der to avoid a financial panic.
Rosewater, unanimously supported by and giving the rangers Instructions in ment, whatever, and the motive for
the principal address at the re
The president's order regarding the delegation from Douglas (Omaha)
of seed. The work of the crime remains unknown.
cent Dodge City, Kan., reunion of old phonetic spelling is to be extended to county, was a prominent figure at that the collectionnurseries
will probably be
planting the
Hernando Gonzales lived with his
soldiers.
all parts of the government. By his gathering. There were several ballots cnirmenced this fall.
parents on a ranch twenty miles from
Premier Stolypin has taken up his direction all public documents are to taken, during the course of which Mr,
'The Mora. Cebolla and Rociada Wagon Mound. He left borne In me
residence at the winter palace In be printed with the new style of Rosewater gained steadily against his valleys have the best crops tnis sea afternoon to procure provisions. The
chief opponent. Norm Brown, follow son and better than ror years. me accused. It is said, invited him to pass
the quarters formerly occupied by spelling.
ballot which nominated Brown are snlendld and the farmers are reel the night as his guest, at. which nome
Count Witte.
The Russian consul at Tien Tsin ing the
Mr. Rosewater delivered an earnest
prosperous. Tne worn oi HarvestRome.T was also a visitor, jnd In that
Edward
Rosewater,
fotinder
and was shot by a concession contractor speech to the convention, thanking his ing
ing the crops was beginning when 1 house he met his death. None of the
proprietor or the Omaha Bee, was recently and dangerously wounded
parties was seen drinking that night,
friends for their support, and pledging was there."
found dead In that city recently. He
Fifteen questionable hotels in the himself to the support of Mr. Brown
"The roses on the Capitol grounds and there are no marks of violence on
had evidently died of heart failure downtown district of Chicago were re and the state ticket.
are worth going a considerable dis the body of the boy except a singlewhile asleep. Mr. Rosewater had cently raided by the police and the
Mr. Rosewater's life has been an tance to see. They have never been unlit i wound In the breast.
Jose Gonzales has a national repulsactive one, and the greater part of that more luxuriant or of finer color or
been prominent In Nebraska and na
proprietors and Inmates arrested,
ion .is a horseman and gave some
The air is fragrant with
nerfnme.
tional affairs for many years and was
Estimates for canal appropriations activity has been spent in Omaha. For
creditable feats of rough riding at the
a candidate before the recent repub- for 1907 are now in course of prepara sometime after coming to Omaha he their aroma." says the New Mexican
manager for the Western Uniou
The Odd Fellows have bought a W time of the Rough Riders' reunion In
lican state convention for United tion at the office of the Isthmian canal was
l
this city.
Telegraph Company, having followed acre tract of land a mile east of
at Washington. It
States Senator. He was born in Bo commission
the telegraph profession before and
for a site for the territorial home
hemia In 1841, coming to this coun thought that an appropriation of
In the territorial Supreme Court in
during the war. He was a military for widows and orphans and Indigent
try in 1854.
for each year will be required. telegrapher, and was a trusted tele Odd Fellows. The home was secured session at Santa Fe, the following were
President Roosevelt has issued a granher of General Grant.
Alton B. Parker, of New York, has
by the efforts of local Odd Fellows and admitted to practice: Georgo F. Brew- putting into effect the
After leaving the Western Union
proclamation
been elected president of the Amerl
he Roswell Commercial uud. buuu Ington of Aztec, George W. Oliver ot
Albuquerque, J. W. Eden of Roswell,
can Bar association.
recent reciprocal treaty with Spain. Company, Mr. Rosewater founded the int will begin Immediately.
The Roswell canning factory started A. L. Love of Roswell and Fred C.
Acting under orders from the de- Omaha Bee, a small afternon paper
Following his great reception In
Ha developed It into one ot the largest operation August 31st. It will not only Deze miorf of Santa.
New York, William J. Bryan made partment of commerce and labor the newspapers In
the West. A few years can tomatoes, but also pears, peacheB.
Forest Supervisor Knepp has called
four speeches in New Haven, Conn., 30 Jewish orphans recently ordered ago he gave over the active manage a wiles and plums. This is the first
rangers on
i convention of the forest
authorIsland
by
Ellis
the
deported
In one afternoon.
ment of the paper to his two sons, cannery in southeastern isew .Mexico the .lamez and Pecos forest, reserves at
counto
the
ities have been admitted
Victor and Charles Rosewater, he still and started with 40 employes. A can Santa Fe for a weeks school of instruc'
try.
retaining the title of editor. He gave nerv will be erected for operation next tion. Over 100 miles of trails have
Mlnrellaneon. "' '
The Kansas railway commissioners considerable attention to politics and vear that will cost $150,000, and will been cut on the Pecos reserve this year
Gov. Folk, of Missouri, has granted
a respite to October 26 for Mrs. Ag have held that the state demurrage was a candidate three years ago for emnlov over 300 people. The market and Hugh Baker of the forest railway
senator at Roswell was glutted wnn peacnes service has established three nurseries
nes Myers and Frank Hottman, who law Is valid and ruled that the rail- the office of United States
by Senator Millard.
being
defeated
and they were sold at the cannery for on both reserves.
day
a
for
pay
one
dollar
hanged
must
were under sentence to be
roads
f
cent a pound
empty
not
cars are
Frank Owen, A. H. Broadhead and P.
September 3 for the murder of the every day that
THREATENS COLORADO.
To study stratigraphy of rocks of the A. F. Walter have been appointed delhusband of the former at Kansas City. forwarded after an order to do so has
hills along the erosion made by the egates to the good roads convention at
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell made gone out.
Free Philippine Sugar Would Ruin waters of Rio Puerco in Valencia coun Albuquerque,
Prince, H. B.
a test before American and Canadian
Sugar Beet industry,
King Alfonso has issued a decree
tv. is the mission of Professor T. K Cartwiight and Fred Muller to the
geological
United
States
the
of
scientists assembled at Brantford restoring the civil marriage formalStanton
Denver In discussing the Philip
August sheep erowers' convention at Albu
Ontario, of his wireless aeroplane
ities in Spain and suppreslng the ob- pine sugar tariff, the Denver News, survey, who left Albuquerque
B. Catron, B. M. Read
Rio querque and T.
on
being
the
done
work
The
31st.
energy
by wireless electrical
ligation of the contracting parties to Senator Patterson s paper, says:
and J. G. Schumann to the National Ir
plan
general
the
Is
a
of
detail
Puerco
supplied from the earth, where he sue declare their religion. The action Is
rigation Congress at Boise City, Idaho,
"The scheme to place Philippine
government is working on to find by the Santa Fe board
of trade.
ceeded in rising to a height ot 200 in direct opposition to the claims of products upon the free list is one of the
Kocky
ftioun
the
of
out
formation
the
the cherished schemes of the most profeet, turning a complete circle and the church.
Vegas
a masked man
At
East
Las
age
different
of
range
the
and
nounced Imperialists, for they know tain
alighting safely a few feet from the
compose it. r roi, entered the Arcade club rooms early Id
Cuban insurgents recently raided
of
rocks
that
Btrata
by
multiplied
capital
American
that
restarting point.
the Constancla estate near Cienfuegos. tens of millions, when Invested In the Stanton will uncover rocks, measure the morning and at the point of a
Robbers entered the postofflce at The American owners have appealed Islands, will create insuperable bar the different strata and collect fosBlls volver held up the roulette and crap
players Several men, including the
from them
Troy, Mo., blew open the safe, took to the state department at
riers to a separation
barkeeper, were lined up with their
worth of
$400 in cash and $700
to
Senators
that,
"But in addition
faces to the wall while the bandit rifled
stamps, then left town on a railroad
The United States army transport Patterson and Teller are opposed to
New Mexico Military Institute,
the tables. He took about $300 in sil
they
agent.
real
bicycle used by the station
scheme because
ver, which he scooped Into a bag, but
on a coral reel the free list
recently
ran
Sheridan
Military
Institute
Mexico
New
produc
The
lze that within a few years the
The commissioner ot Immigration
about $100 in the desk. The police
left
coast
off
Its
southwestern
the
of
the
Issued
annual
tion ot Philippine sugar would become at Roswell has Just
has stopped the Importation of Greek
Oahu, on which Honolulu Is so great, and it can be produced and catalogue. As an evidence of the pop have a description of the man.
of
island
hoys who for the last few years have
The territorial Supreme Court adlocated. She bad on board 125 pas- landed so cheaply In American ports, ularity of the institute the cadets for
been brought to this country by a
whom there Is available room have al journed August 30th after banding
could culti
farmer
American
no
50
soldiers
sengers
besides
the
that
and
syndicate for the purpose of employIt Is stated down decisions reversing the court In
crew.
Great difficulty was expeii-ence- vate with profit a single acre of the ready been enrolled and
no less than one the case of J. J. Hagerman et al. vs.
ing them In bootblacklng establishauthority
that
good
on
the
along
The
sugar
factories
beets.
In taking them off.
Althea Mack of Chaves county
ments In the larger cities.
Platte and the Arkansas and in other hundred applications for entrance had Sarahaffirming
the lower court In the
The interstate commerce commisac and
lack
of
oi
because
declined
to
be
United
of
and
Colorado
the
of
government
sections
A special agent of the
many
complaints
Territory vs. Frank A. Hubbell of Alpres
receiving
at
The
Institute
sion
is
commodations.
the
be
soon
and
ruins,
would
States
was In Jefferson City recently going
from shippers throughout the coun- lands of the farmers that have doubled ent has quarters for 150 cadets and buquerque, and allowing appeals to the
In
over the evidence against the Standtry who are taking advantage of the In value since the Introduction of the that number was expected at the open United States Supreme Court
United States vs. Rio Grande Dam k
ard Oil company secured by Attorney provisions of the new rate law to sugar beet would relapse to their for ing. September 6th,
group of buildings, together Irrigation Company, and JTD. Marques
T1General Hadley In the Missouri ouster
ot
seek relief from the onerous condi- mer price. In short, the scheme
proceedand fixtures, have cost et al. vs. Maxwell Land Grant Comuse
In
federal
with
the
furniture
the
for
rob
suits
free trader is to
tions Imposed on them by the rail- the Philippine
of practically the In the neighborhood of $70,000. The pany.
ings to be brought against the comfarmer
American
road companies.
An Albuquerque dispatch says: Maps
only protection he gets from the Ding structures are all substantial and are
pany.
Many prominent Jewish anarchists ley tariff, making him pay tribute, models of their kind In architecture. and blue prints for an irrigation project
baker
Otto B. Schutz, a prominent
have left Bialystok, Russia for the without any returns, to the syndicates The main barracks are virtually four next in magnitude to the Elephant
Val-ltof Racine, Wis., has been awarded
and trust combines In the purchase ot stories in height. There are three reg but to dam project, In Rio Grande
United States.
damages against union labor offcontaining surveys for a low line
con ular stories of brick and a basement of
enters
Into
the
everything
that
Twenty-fiv- e
joints in Dickinson sumption
icials for placing a boycott against
gray stone. The building Is lighted ditch ol the Rio Grsnde Land, Water
of his home and his farm
of
him. The Judge declared a contract county, Kan., were recently raided by
"It that Is Democratic doctrine, Sen- throughout with electricity, heated by Power and Improvement Company
received hsjo by
been
county
ana
Louis,
has
authorities.
nesting
a
piani,
St.
illegal.
steam
private
the
shop
unhesitatingly
declares
closed
ator
the
Patterson
enforce
to
The last day ot August broke all that he Is opposed to such a doctrine has a complete system of water works George Arnot, local representative of
Nineteen Russian soldiers, found
Tne projeciea oucn
Much suf- and would wipe it from the party con ami uwnrnM. The other buildings the company.
guilty of participating In the recent beat records in England.
Rio Grande at Black Hack
fession ot principles If It was within are also arranged with an Ides of san- - taps the
mutiny at Seaborg Fortress were re- fering was reported In London.
following
the low line ditch
ThA niMH rnnnn find,
his nower. But it Is not Democratic liotlnn nnil mnvpnlence.
cently shot.
paruaiiy
surveyed
The Iowa state fair, which recently doctrine.
duiu oy ine
and
equipment
$14,000.
cost
and
Its
vaporing
simply
hall
the
It is
According to F. D. Coburn, secre- closed, broke all past records in of a theorist, and should It crystallise The building was erected two years Shutt Improvement Company, when
reclaim ao.uuo acres.
tary of the state board of agriculture, point of attendance, more than
Into Democratic doctrine, all hope of ago and Is exclusively for the purpose completed willbeen
taken on much ot
have
pfople having visited the agri- Democratic success In the future of subsistence. The dining room Is 36 Options
Kansas has gained 66,492 in populathe jand coming under ditch.
I feet wide and 84 feet long.
would,
In
Patterson'
Senator
and
exposition.
cultural
year.
past
tion during the
opinion should, vanish."
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DONKEYS TURN UP TOES.

WORN TO A SKELETON.

RELIGION FROM SCHOOLS.

British Court Decide People Need
Not Pay for Thii Instruction.

Dont Know Enough to Get
of the Rain.

Wonderful Restoration Caused
Sensation In a Pennsylvania
Town.

London. A decision given by the
court of appeals leaves the question
of religious education In Great Ilrtt-aiin a peculiar position.
The education act of 1902 was intended to
coni el local authorities to pay for
religious instruction In the voluntary
schools, and led to the notorious
'passive resistance" movement under
which numbers of nonconformists
to pay the rates levied to cover
this expenditure for church schools.
In the meantime the county council
of the west riding of Yorkshire refused to pay teachers ror the time
.devoted by them to religious instruction. The board of education then
sought the assistance of the courts in
the matter; with the result that the
court of appeals decided in favor of
the Yorkshire council.
If this decision should be upheld
by the house of lords, w,hlther the
case now will be carried, it will practically accomplish by a stroke what
the bill now in parliament of .Augustine Hirrell, president of the board of
education, aims at, and, furthermore,
It possibly may enable a large number of "passive reslsters" to bring action for false Imprisonment.
The entire trouble appears to be
due to the careless drafting o the

Mrs. Charles N. Preston, of Elkland,
Pa., says: "Three years ago I found
that my housework
was becoming a burden. I tired easily,
had no ambition and
was fading fast. My
complexion got yellow, and I lost over
50 pounds. My thirst
was
terrible, and
there was sugar in
the kidney secre
tions. My doctor kept me on a strict
diet, but as his medicine was not helping me, I began using Doan's Kidney
Pills. They helped me at once, and
soon all traces of sugar disappeared.
I have regained my former weight and
am perfectly well."
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

n

Foster-MUbur-

The Central American Soldier.
These barefooted soldiers are antagonists not to be despised. Nearly
worthless In attack, they are nevertheless tenacious In holding a position,
a trait that comes from their Spanish
descent probably. In the Cuban campaign Gen. Garcia Is said to ha ve said
In reply to the remark of an American
"The Spaniards never atofficer:
tack." This may have been true in
the main, but the defense of the
trenches at Caney showed that the
Spaniards would hold a position with
as much courage and tenacity as any
other troops. The Central and the
South Americans have not generally
showed much steadiness In war, but
there have been occasions when their
for
conduct has been conspicuous
gallantry, and all the virtues which
go to make up the stalwart soldier.

bill in 1902.
BUSINESS WOMAN

AT 70.

In

Out

We can generally avoid a lot of
by not saying what we think.
trouble
learned

The war department has
through experience that the American
donkey has not sense enough to live
in the Philippines.
Some time ago, more In the nature
of an experiment than for any other
reason, the bureau of Insular affairs
sent a doien American donkeys, commonly known as "burros," to Manila
for use among the Spanish-speakinpeople. The natives did not take
kindly to the new species, however,
but rather looked at them from afar
off.
Seven died.

Such was the news received at the bureau recently. When
the torrential rains set in the little
animals were caught out in the open,
and not knowing how to shelter themselves like the native beast of burden, seven docile, dumb beasts turned
up their toes.
"They ought to die," said a war
department official who has a deep
Interest In everything pertaining to
the Philippines; "they ought to die
if they don't know enough to get In
out of the rain."

Me. The sprightliness of
Mrs. Rebecca Warren, of
Oaliiornia, who Is here on a visit to
the home of her childhood days, puts
Norway's old ladies to shame. Mrs.
Wan en has amassed a fortune and
is still in active business life.
Mrs. Warren married in Chicago
and went with her husband to California when two years later she became a widow. She opened a lodging
house in San Francisco and ran It for
11 months, when the house was destroyed by Are, leaving her penniless,
for she had carried no insurance.
She borrowed money from friends,
and opened another house for lodgers,
and when it was running well, she
sold out her interests in it for $2,500.
This suggested a scheme to her, and
she entered regularly into the business of renting houses and filling them
with roomers and then selling out.
At the end of a few years she had
Her next success$17,000 in bank.
ful venture was as a whole buyer
and shipper of fruits. It was Mrs. (750 to $2,000.
Warren who sent to eastern markets
New Life of John Sherman.
the first consignment of navel oranges.
Congressman Theodore E. Hurton,
of Ohio, who was in London as a
WORLD'S DEEPEST SHAFTS.
interparliamentary

Norway,

one-hal-

the-flr-

one-hal-

one-hal-

Three of Them in the Copper
try of Michigan.

Coun-

(all.

Michigan
Mich. The
Marquette,
copper country possesses the world's
three deepest vortical mining shafts.
The deepest of these is No. 3 at the
- measNorth Tamarack property,
urements being 5,200 feet. To the
south at a distance of 4,000 feet Is the
No. 5 shaft of the tame company
This ranks as the second deepest vertical shaft on the globe, its measurements being 6,080 feet from the collar
to the bottom level.
Second only to these great openings
is the Red Jacket shaft of the Calumet
which Is down
& Hecla company,
4,900 feet and In which the copper
a
e was not encountered until
depth of 3,300 feet had been attained.
The deepest lacline shaft In the world
Is the No. 4 of the Calumet & Hecla.
This shaft Itself from the collar to
the lowest level is sunk cn the plane
of the lode for a distance of 8,100
feet, while from a drift at the bottom
a winze extends downward 190 feet
ta the boundary of the property, giving a measurement of 8,290 feet from
6urft.ee, No. 4 shaft passes by the
Red Jacket rhaft at the

British

Dialects.
n

A HEALTHYOLD

AGE

OFTENTHEBESTPARTOFllfE
Help

play a little."
Carloads of Whisky Lost.
Among the few other things lost
in the shuffle during the earlier relief
proceedings In San Francisco were
nine carloads of whisky, and, despite
strenuous efforts, the whisky has not
been traced yet.

.

that women suffer every
month, can be relieved by
taking opiates and other
dangerous drugs, but the
only safe way is to cure
the disease that causes
the pain, which can be
done by taking

for Women Passing Through
Change of Life

Providence has allotted tis each at
least seventy years in which to fulfill
our mission in life, and it is generally
our own fault if we die prematurely.

of

yMIlP
WOMAN'S

RELIEF

"I would nearly die every
Nellie
Mrs.
month," writes
French, of Batavla, O., "with
pains in head and back, but
I canCardul eased alt pain.
not recommend It too highly."
At all Druggists.

cw

WRITE for Free Advice, stattngage
and describing your symptoms, to
Ladies Advisory Dept., Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenu.

Nervous exhaustion invites disease.
This statement is the positive truth.
When everything becomes a burden
and you cannot walk a few blocks without excessive fatifrue, and you break
out into perspiration easily, and your
face flushes, and you grow excited and
shaky at the least provocation, and
you cannot bear to be crossed in anything, you are in danger; your nerves
have given out ; you need building1 up
at once To build vp woman's nervous system and during the period of
change of life we know of no better
medicine than Lydia E. Pinkham's VegHere is an illusetable Compound.
tration. Mrs. Mary L. Koehne, 371
Garfield L enne, Chicago,

Trite

1

"I have used Lydia E. Finkham'sVegetable
Compound for years In my family and it
never disappoints; so when 1 felt that I was
Bearing the change of life I commenced treatment with it. I took in all about six bottles
nil It, did ma a. crreatdeal of pood. It stonned
my dizzy spells, pains in my back and the
headaches with which I had suffered for
months before taking the Compound. I feel
that if it had not been for this great medicine
for women that I should not have been alive
It is splendid for women.old or young,
and will mirelv nitre all female disorders."

of
Mrs. Pinkham, daughter-in-laLvdia E. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., in'
vites all sick and ailing women to write
her for advice. Her great experience
is at their service, free of cost.,

u2HXI2i

Thompson's Eye Water
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For Baby's
Skin

&

Scalp

Because of its Delicate
I
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Medicinal,
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TheWinningStroke

fifty-sixt-

Sheds Skin Annually.
Helena, Mont. John H. Price, a
mine superintendent, Is shedding his
st'.in, says a Phlllpsburg special.
It
is a very peculiar piece of nature's
work, the cause of which the medical profession has so far been unable
to explain. The shedding of the skin
of his entire body is complete, including the nails on his fingers and toes,
afd the process of shedding covers
a period of from three to five days.
This has occurred annually for 30
ytars. At the approach of the sheddlug period Mr. Price becomes quite
111
has high fever, and the skin over
hli entire body apparently drlea up,

ft

-

Had Only One Lung at Birth.
New York. Physicians are making
an examination of the body of a man
wlo was born and lived 4j years with
This Is the second
on'.y one lung.
similar case on record. The man, un
known, died In Hellevue hospital. His
f
only lung was about
lirger
Ui8h the normal lobe. Tbo lung had
crowded the heart to such an ettent
that the latter organ had been moved
three Inches out of place. There was
n!y a cavity where the left lung
Ihould have been.

T'MIIMI
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h
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If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
game to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to
the health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
etc. It is all important, however, in selecting a laxative, to
choose one of known quality and excellence, like the ever
pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system
effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant
after effects, as it act3 naturally and gently on the internal
organs, simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance,
without griping, irritating or debilitating the internal organs in
any way, as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious
nature. As the plants which are combined with the figs in
the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to
act most beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met
with their general approval as a family laxative, a fact well
worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
quality or inferior reputation. Every family should have a
bottle of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
laxative remedy is required. Please to remember that the
genuine Syrup of Figs is for sale in bottles of one size
only, by all reputable druggists, and that full name of the
California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
company
the front of every package. Regular price, 50c per bottle.

SYRUP OP FIGS

ufprnia Fig
Jfcn

rrieilco,

Syrup (q 3

Cfcl.

Emollient,

Sanative, and Antiseptic
Properties combined with
the purest of Cleansing
Ingredients and most refreshing of Flower Odors.

.:"-V- '
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There are seventy-sevedialects spoken In Great Britain.

Eruption Broke Out in Spots All Over
Body Cured at Expense of Only
$1.25 Thanks Cuticura.

Times-Democra-

delegate to the
union, has written a life of John Sher
man, which will be published this

Mm. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup.

For children teething, softens the gums, reduce
allays pain, jurat wind colic. 23c bottle.

F AIM

WILD WITH ITCHING HUMOR.

"The Cuticura Remedies cured me of
my skin disease, a:iJ I am very thankful to you. My trouble was eruption
of the skin, which broke out In spots
all over my body, and caused a continual itching which nearly drove me
wild at timo3. I got medicine of a
doctor, but it did not cure me, and
when I saw la a paner your id, I sent
to you for the Cuticura book and I
studied my case in it. I then went
to the drug store and bought one cake
N. O.
of Cuticura Soap, one box of Cut'.cura
To keep yonr auto looking bright Ointment and one vial of Cuticura
use the following mixture for all paintPills. From the first application I ref
ed parts:
Sperm oil,
pint; ceived relief. I used
st
set and
f
common vinegar,
pint; oil two extra cakes of Cuticura Sor.p, and
bergamot, one dram. Mix and rub with was completely cured. I had suffered
clean cloth. For all brass work use for two years, and I again thank CutiIrlpoll, one and
f
pounds; any cura for my cure. Claude N. Johnlubricating oil, eight ounces; gasoline, son, Maple Grove Farm, R. F. D. 2,
three quarts. This is one of the best Walnut, Kan., June 15, 1905."
leaners for all polished brass.
If you contemplate buying a medium
Long Journey for Pleasure.
priced automobile and want to be cerJustus Miles Foreman has left New
the
tain of securing a car suitable for tour- York for an extended Journey,
ing on country roads, up hill as well as itinerary of which includes Australia,
down hill, you will make no mistake New Zealand and the South Sea islin buying either a Duleck, Maxwell,
ands, and which Is undertaken, he
Mitchell, Reo, Knox, Franklin or said, not to gain new literary mateQueen. These range la price from rial, but solely because he "wants to

Mrs. Warren, of California, Takes a
Little Run Down to Maine.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES, are fast
to light and washing and color more goods
than others. 10c per package.

told throughout thi world.

Cntlcort ftotp, t5o (Hot

mrni,)o., KolTnt,c. (la form of ChoooUM Cott
of 0).
HI I, Hbc. per
iDgla tt odea cure.
Dfpotti London, iff CharterhooM 8q. j Ptrla, ft Ru do
Pad i Borton, 1A1 Columbia At tokUt Drug Chua.
Corp.. 8ol Propt,
ayHtiid for Ho to Prwrn. Porify, and Boaottfr th
Bkia, Scalp, llali, aod Utnda of Infanta and Cbildran."

BUCHAN'S
SILVER FLEECE DIP
It unquestionably the beat sheep dip on the mat".
ket. It cures the worm case ot SCAB without injuring the wool. Instantly soluble in water
at any temperature. Noo poisonous safe. Il
your dealer hasn't it in stock, write the
CARBOLIC SOAP CO., NIW YORK CITY.

BFAT.FR5

""'W-

siring to buy any-thiadvertised in
Its columns ihould insist upon having
what they ask lor, rolusing all substitutes or imitations.

'MM,;:

0,,

Bus. Winter Wheat Per Acre
60
yield ot Salter's
CroM
That's

the
Hrbrld Winter
Kl
Wheat. Mend 2c In tamp for free sample of same, as
catalogue of Winter Wheats, Itys. Ilarley, clovers,
Tlinothv. llraHm', Bulhs, Tr.L., et. for fall nianllnir
lALZEK alKEU CO.. Sw W.K.LsCriMM, Wis,
altio

SALESMEX 1VAXTED.
We want a live, active and thoroughly experienced
salesman lu this locality oitu surUcieni uiuiiht to
buyouirijihi uls rtrnt month s suoiilv of our
Pressure Hollow W Ire ttiasv
line Llihu. A utllitv needed n evtrr sto ) und
borne and fully complying wuh lnsumncorn,.s. To
sucb a man we will give exclusive sates riKbi and
guarantee to refund money f goods not sold n fill
duys. Furtherpartlriilnrson request. Thetiianduid-Ullle- ll
Light Co.. UO M.Uulstedil.. Chicago, 10.
D-View Agents. Business pays 1310
WANTI M ore
farmers' sons, students and clerks
preferred. 6iai(UAUu8ci.icCu.,svausuCity.Mo,

Mw Wk.HYTl
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ALL AROUND THE HOUSE.

LUNATIC SLEEPS

Some Hints That Will Be Found Well
Worth Remembering.

IN LOFTY TREES.
JOHN

KING
TERRIFIES
DENTS OF DETROIT.

HAUNTS

LOCAL

RESI-

CEMETERY.

Burying Ground Contains
Big Lake Knows Officers Are
After Him and Fears Return to Asylum.

Imagines

Detroit, Mich. Afraid of their lives,
fearful of leaving their homes, the
children in the vicinity of Mt. Elliott
and Monroe avenues have not played
in the streets for several nights.
Older persons, too, remain on front
porches and do not wander far from
the open doorway, through which they
may flee at a moment's notice.
John King, a man with a wrecked
mind, is the cause of the commotion
that exists in that vicinity, and although hunted by officers, he has eluded them and a complete reign of terror exists around that corner of Mt.
Elliott cemetery.
King is a powerful young fellow
of about 25 years.
After his mind
gave way he was taken to the Dear
born retreat, but about a month ago
returned to his home in this city.
For several weeks there was no Indication of anything wrong with the

throat and was trying to throttle him
when others approached aijd frightened him so he desisted.
Another
small boy, who was of too Inquisitive
a disposition for King, was assaulted
and knocked down.
King realizes that he Is being
sought by the officers and will be
placed in confinement again If caught.
He is shrewd enough to avoid anyone
who looks like an officer or one of
his friends.
He shuns his former
friends as though afraid they would
do him violence, and if they approach
him will take to his heels.
The officers are maintaining a still
hunt for King.
In the meantime, while King night
ly seeks his leafy couch and the cl1.'.- -

young man. " But, suddenly, he began
to develop a fondness for the solitude
of the cemetery, especially at night,
and forsaking his bed at home, he
climbed the big trees among the head'
stones and slept on the limbs after
the primitive fashion.
King had the Idea that the cemetery contained a great lake and that
on Its shores was the ideal camping
place. And at night, to avoid the
'
heat, he would steal away to his tree
bed.
Neighbors who knew of the occurrence notified the police at the
station. Several men were detailed to effect the capture of the
young man, and nightly they have
patroled the vicinity, three or four of
them frequently being seen In that
portion where the demented man was
supposed to be.
Often King would leave the seclusion of his haunts In the cemetery and
walk with quick, Jerky stride along
the walks adjacent to the cemetery.
One night, when an officer accosted
him, King, It Is Bald, wheeled and
struck the officer a violent blow, felling him to the ground, and, turning,

All Chemically

Elm-woo- d

Kinj Eludes Capture by Camping

In

Tree-Top-

cers patrol the vicinity and sttnd
guard over the place where they suppose he Is, the residents do not venture away from home, the children do
not demand the freedom of the streets
and at night the doors and windows
are securely locked against a possible
attack.
Mt. Elliott avenue Is enjoying a real
reign of terror and prayers at night
Include the wish that the officers will
succeed in capturing the man who Is
ran north.
The demented man is also alleged making life unbearable in that vicin
to have grabbed a young man by the ity.

'

Pure.

The mistaken idea of a few years
ago, about Alum in Baking Powders
being Injurious, no longer prevails, or
scarcely exists. It is a well estab
lished fact by chemical analysis that
Cream of Tartar being less volatile
than Alum, when exposed to heat, Is
not entirely vaporized as Is the case
with Alum, but leaves a residue in the
bread, which is injurious. Alum, on
the contrary, is entirely evaporated
while performing its function during
process of baking, leaving no atom cf
injurious residuous substance. The
words "Chemically Pure" erroneously
used to designate Cream of Tartar
from Alum baking powder Is a mis-

Nothing baked will keep well unless
it is thoroughly cooled before being
put away.
Keep the milk bottles tightly closed
even in the refrigerator. New milk
should never be mixed with old.
When boiling a pudding, remember
to place a stick in the bottom of the
saucepan.
This will prevent the pudding burning.
Melted butter used for basting Is
used in the proportion of one
of butter, melted, to one cupful of hot water. Keep hot while
using.
To polish cut glass wash It well
with soapsuds, rinse and then, after
drying It with a cloth, polish It with
sawdust and a washleather. The glass
will be brilliant after this treatment.
A peppermint plant in a pot is as
good as a
to rid a room of
those annoying pests the flies. There
are several varieties of plants which
the flies do not love, but the pepper
mint Is their especial aversion. They
will hurry to leave the room where it
table-spoonf-

Write for cloth wimples of my Jio.fm Hrnid
Tailored Suit, mnile ly I. ftude, Uie luue tu.lor,
l&Ui and Curlle St., Denver.

But the coat doesn't make the man
not even a coat of tar and feathers.
Any man possesses the ability to bo
as big a fool as he pleases.

Denver Directory
A $40 Saddle for

rd
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vat and he was sucking himself full
RATS ON A JAG ATTACK
This so angered Mrs. Sibley that
she started In with the broom and
CELLAR
whacked at every rat she saw. One
WOMANJNHER
began to squeal and instantly the cal
Drank Elderberry Wine from Vat lar seemed full of drunken rodents
They ran for the woman, fastened
and Nearly Caused Death of
their teeth in her legs, tore her dress
a Maine Woman.
to shreds and ripped her shoes frcm
Screens should never be brushed
Patten, Me. Rats which got drunk her feet. When attacked she started
on elderberry wine attacked Mrs. Jere- to run, but fell over a shovel and a with the house broom, as it has a tend
from the frame;
miah Sibley two weeks ago and so score of the animals bit her In t'.ie ency to push the wire
btJIy lacerated her that for several neck and shoulders before she could and cause It to bulge in a most un
her life was despaired of. Dlood make her way up the stairs to the sightly manner. A child's toy broom,
usepoison was feared, but as prompt kitchen.
There she fainted and was or, better, a whisk broom, is most
measures were taken it is believed later found by the husband of the ful for their proper care. The duBt
be brushed from the meshes at
that all danger of this dread disease sick neighbor when he came for the should every
two weeks.
least
elderberry wine.
Badly rusted screens may
be
Investigation showed that the ruts
had got Into the vat only the night brushed over with kerosene, applied
If the
before, and that the whole colony was with a small varnish brush.
drunk when Mrs. Sibley went into the frame's need staining and varnishing,
the wire may be varnisned also, or
cellar.
painted with any good paint thinned
d--

3

SOCIETY GIRLS

WORK-O-

FARM

Thoughtless of Us.
"This Is a sad and bitter world, re
marked a gentleman of Irish extrac
Walla Walla, Wash. Insolent and tion. We never strew nowers on a
out
to kill man's grave until after he is dead."
worthless men who are
time or get unreasonable wages
have no more terrors for John L.
Wear Big Diamonds by Right.
The three finest diamonds worn In
Veend, former state senator, who re
sides in Walla Walla and owns a large London society are those belonging
to the duchess of Westminster, the
ranch on Dry Creek.
The labor problem was becoming countess of Dudley, and the duchest
vexing for Mr. Yeend, his grain being of Portland. It Is eminently right and
ripe and requiring Immediate atten fitting that these lucky women should
tion. Men being scarce and surly and be the wives of three of the richest
noblemen in the peerage.
unreasonable In their demands,
looked anything but encouraging for
Mr. Yeend, when his wife and daugh
Worst Accident In History.
The most awesome accident In his
ters surprised him by proposing to go
to the fields and help harvest the crop. tory was the fall of a Roman amphi
Mr. Yeend has four pretty daugh theater In the time of Tiberius. Fifty
ters who are among the popular so- thousand people were crushed.
ciety Women of Walla Walla. Two o
Day of the Big Ranch Gene.
them were already assisting their fa
ther by cooking for the harvest crew,
The day of the big ranch Is passing
At first Mr. Yeend was Inclined to re In California and the example set is
fuse the offer, but as his daughters rapidly being followed by the remain
were so much in earnest he has de ing owners of large tracts, who see
elded to let them assist.
thXt they can sell their immense holdMiss Alma will drive a header box Ins; and Invest the property to grea".
while Miss Dertha will operate the advantage under present conditions.
But the four sisters wll These tracts will furnish homes for
derrick.
probably change about with the work, more than 10,000,000 people If prorer-l- y
subdivided and this increase In Cal
Blvalvular Philosophy.
ifornia's population , will mean in
you
never
Quoth the oyiter: "Why are
creased opportunity for the Invest
Happy except at high tide?
meat of the money secured from the
"I suppose It' because I'm a clam,"
Badly the other replied.
119 of the big ranches.
Four Pretty Daughters
Solve Labor Problem.

The Drunken Rodents Attacked
i

Her

Viciously.

Is now passed and that the woman
will eventually regain her full health.
The wine was In a vat In the Sibley
cellar and one day when the housewife went to draw a bottle for a sick
friend she saw half a dozen r&ts scurrying away. Closer inspection showed
that they had gnawed through the
cover and helped themselves. Setting
the light on a barrel, she retired for
a broom. When she returned she says
that one of the rats was holding another by the tall head down in thv

:

with oil.

Chicago Tribune.

Automobilists In Shanghai.
There is no speed limit for autos
outside the city of Shanghai, China.
Within the city 30 miles an hour 1b
allowed.

GAINED

34

or The

"What do think of these plans for
exploring the Arctic regions with automobiles?" "They're none of my
troubles," answered Farmr Corntossel.
"Let the Esquinios worry."

nomer. Baking Powder made of pure
Alum Is as chemically pure as made
from pure cream of tartar.
These
words mean nothing more nor less
than pure chemicals, and In no way
can they Imply that one baking powder Is Alum and another Cream of
Tartar. Alum has been declared to be
wholesome; an established fact. Every large water system In the cities
along the Missouri river use Alum in
large quantities to purify the water
before pumping it into their water
mains for consumption. Cream of Taris.
tar baking powder Is perhaps good
To keep sandwiches fresh, the- tin enough
for any one; Alum baking
boxes in which sweet wafers are purpowder Is better, and very much
chased are handy receptacles in which
cheaper.
to stow away sandwiches for evening
lunches.
Packed carefully, with lids
Sensible Cerman Idea.
nicely adjusted, and set on ice until
and the
On continental railways
needed, the sandwiches are tempting- Rhine steamers there is no miscelly moist.
laneous scrambling for meals. Instead
Ink stains on white articles may be a steward goes through the train or
removed with oxalic acid. A teaspoon- - boat and lists the people who want
ful of the acid to a cupful of hot water to eat. Each gets a number, and this
will be found sufficient. The stains
Insures a seat without crowding or
should be rubhjed with this as soon as delay.
possible after they have been made.
When the stain is removed carefully In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASA powder.
It cures painful, smart
wash out the acid with pure water.
ing, nervous feet and Ingrowing nails.
It's the greatest comfort discovery of
WHEN WASHING ORNAMENTS.
the age. Makes new shoes easy. A
cure for sweating feet. Sold
Proper Care That Should Be Given to certain
by all druggists, 25c. Trial package,
Valuable China.
FREE.
Address A. S. Olmsted, Le
Koy, W. i.
The washing of valuable china needs
"Pugs" Ordered from Seattle.
to be carried out very cautiously and
The chief of police of Seattle, be
carefully.
A big wooden bowl, filled
with warm, not boiling, soapsuds, to lieving that prize fighters bring crimwhich a few drops of household am inals and other undesirables in their
monia have been added, should be train, has ordered all pugilists, trainprepared, and each piece of china ers and others connected with the
wasnea separately in tnis, using a ring to leave the city or take up some
square of old flannel for plain plates, respectable employment
etc., and a soft brush
(a painter's
That an article may be good as wall
brush Is best) for elaborately ornamented iartlcles. Rinse in another as cheap, and give entire satisfaction,
wooden bowl of clean warm water, is proven by the extraordinary sale of
and dry with linen cloths. Bronze or Defiance Starch, each package con
more Starch thin
naments may be washed In the same taining
way, but should be finally polished can be had of any other brand for the
with a chamois leather. Some people same money.
consider a rub with a rag on which
European Neatness.
Ihere Is the least suspicion of paraffin
In a thousand miles of Europe an
gives bronze a nice appearance, but
only one rubbish heap
we do not think It necessary.
Glass observer saw
cans at CarlBruhe,
metal
old
some
has a little ammonia in it, but no soap,
a complete ab
was
Everywhere
else
mil then rinsed in quite cold water,
says Woman's Life. But glass should nence of all waste or carelessness
and above all. of defacement and
be washed with a brush, or, if,
cut and very dirty, It is rather roadside uncleanliness.
a good plan not to wash It at all, but
Were Taxed.
When Bachelor
brush a paste of whiting and water
There Is nothing revolutionary in
well Into It, allowing It to dry on thormodern proposals to tax bachelors.
oughly, then removing It with a clean
Two centuries ago every celibate In
brush, and finally polishing with an England was paying tribute to the
old silk handkerchief.
exchequer "for neglecting his duty to
support another man's daughter."
When Broom Does Damage.
one-thi-

ASIA CIGARS.

W!H not make you nermud.
Aek your dealer
M. Hjamn Cljjar Co.. 810 Utn Street, Dourer.

POUNDS

$28 co.D.

ft short tlm only
otter this taMle,
horn,
double
wool-line- d
skirts, 2
sttlrrup leathern, steel
leather rovpred stirrups, warranted in ev
ery rfupei'l. and equal
to saddle sold for 140
everywhere. Catatosue
free.

For

we

stfel
elm-hen-

is

The Fred Mueller
SaddleSHarnessCo.

I

111:1--

111
l.urlmer St..
Denver. I'oln,

1

Finest rooms and equipment, be3t
methods.
teachers', actual
business
Awarded many Bold medals for superiority. Fall term opens August 21st.
for beautiLowest rates. Write
ful free catalogue. W. T. PARKS. Dr.
Club Building,
So., Principal,
Com'l
1731 Arapaline St.
y

Send This Ad
For on r complete Tnlkimr Machine catalogues. We eell nutfl'B
on e iny term". All styles nwh-tneand Ihnuennd of records.
Mimic Co..
Th
1626 California
Street, Denrer.

"HIS

MMTCS--

VWCT

of every known make
or range. Geo. A.
rcr. i uobi .

CTfWC

f nuve, furnace
OIUlL1331REPAIRS
Lawrence.

1'nllen.

STOCK SADDLES
FAMobs J. H. WILSON
Ak your dealer for them. Take no other.

BROWN PALACE HOTEL
Knrnpean IMan. $1.60 and Upward.

AMERICAN HOUSE

5.25

The beet 12 per day hotel In toe
American plan.

depot.
Weit.

Oxford Hotel

Denver. One block from Union Depot.
C. H. MOUSE. Mgr.
Fireproof.
to lenrn plnnihlnir
AND
nArlirU irndc; dny and nlirtit clmwc; unulimlMi
ii-la- l
rules
admitted to union; life rhnlrlilm;
for HO ditva; tin wtiy to nieces: c!itulHmt) free.

UIUTCrt

Colorado
1043-S- 1

rrnrticiil
riumblnif,
N.hnol
Arapahoe htfeit, Denver.

cattlk

hiitri',

HO(i.
any
Send for
Denver
cntaloir of cuts.
2
fence Co..
Saw
loth st.. Denver. Colo.
In

E. E. BURLINGAME

&

CO.,

ASSAY 0FflCEND LABORATORY
Established in Colon do, 1866. Samples by mail or
express will receive prompt and careful atteni ion
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Persistent Anaemia Cured by Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills After Other
Remedies Had Failed.
' When I began taking Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills," says Mrs. Nathaniel Field,
of St. Albans, Somerset county, Maine,
"I was tile palest, most bloodless person
yon could nim'ine. My tongue and
gums were colorless and my fingers and
enrs were like wax. I hud two doctors
and they pronounced my trouble nutcmia.
I had spoils of vomiting, could not ent,
in fact, did not dnre to, I had such distress of ter eating. My stomach wns filled
with gits which caused me awful agony.
The backache I Buffered was at times
almost unbearable, and the least exertion
made my heart beat so fust that I could
hardly breathe. But the worst of all was
the splitting neuralgia headache which
never left me for seven weeks. About this
time I had had several numb spells. My
limbs would be cold and withont any
feeling and the most deathly sensations
would come over me.
"Nothing bad helped me until I began
taking Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, iu fact,
I bad grown worse every day. After I
had taken the pills a short time I could
see that they were benefiting nie and
one morning I awoke entirely free from

pain.

The distress after eating

disap-

peared and in three weeks I could eat
anything I wanted and suffer no inconvenience. I also slept soundly. I have
taken several boxes of the pills and have
gained in weight from 120 to 164ponuds
and am perfectly well now."
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills enre auscmia
because they actually make new blood.
For. rheumatism, indigestion, nervous
headaches and many forms of weakness
they are recommended even if ordinary
medicines have failed. They are sold by
all druggists, or will be sent postpaid, on
receint of nriee. SO cents tier box. aix
boxes for $2.60, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Uompany, Schenectady, N. Y.
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Colorado House Tent.
COLORADO TENT A.D AWNING CO.
Largest canvas goods house In the
West. Write for Illustrated catalog.
Robt. S. Gutshall, Pres. 1621 Lawrence
St., Denver, Colo.
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GARSIDE
Manufacturers
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Electric,

Hydraulic.

Belt Power
Hand and Sidewalk

ELEVATORS
Phone 6M
1880 Warn tU
DENVER, COLO.

HflWARn F. RIIRTflN.

A..,.,

end Cbemlet.
Gold, silver, leaa. 11;
Specimen. prices:
,L-i- nM in.i .Inn A nnnn
cyaniae leeie. juaiiinr enveiopne enq
Control
full tirlce Hit sent on SDDllcatlon.
and umpire work solicited. Leadrllle. Colo.
Reference. Carbonate National Bank.

WANTED

YOUNG

MEN

for the NAVY
ages 17 to 35, must be able bodied, of
good character and American cIMiens,
either native born or naturallied. Apply to Navy Recruiting Office, room 12
Pioneer building;, Denver, or room 411
Poitofflce building, Pueblo. Colorado.
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